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SAUDI PRO-ACTIVISM AND THE REGIONAL SCENARIO 
Olga Mattera 

 
 
The trimester has been focused almost totally around the Saudi diplomatic activism. As a matter 
of fact, international and regional public opinion has focused on Mecca and Riyadh meetings 
and their concrete, foreseeable or unrealistic outputs. From the Saudi point of view, the activism 
towards Middle East issues, from Iraq to the Iranian shadow, Lebanon, Israel-Palestine issues 
and Sudan, aims essentially to create a strong political centre as reference pivot in the region.  
 
During 2006, regional evolutions together with Shiite-Iranian pressure and Egypt absence 
boosted Riyadh to seize control of change initiative. During last year the Persian Gulf was 
shocked: Teheran stimulated and inspired every Shiite community to arise: alarm bells sounded 
all around the Middle East. Beside, Saudi Arabia was also under an inner great pressure by the 
powerful religious class partial disagreement toward some Sauds policies; the Shiite minorities 
are in turmoil and so far the succession issue has not been completely faced. Not to mention the 
exhausting confrontation with al-Qaeda fringes that have been infiltrating Saudi institutional 
branches since the end of 90’s. The need for renewing Saud image, both inside their country and 
in the regional frame, and the chance to fill the diplomatic gap that Egypt has left, having 
increasing difficulty in leading regional issues, appear to be important options which will allow 
Riyadh to play the rule of the new political and ideological reference in the Arab world.  
The Riyadh summit also aims at resetting the Arab world bases in a frame where the not-Arab 
but Islamic element (Iran and Turkey) together with the not-Islamic element (Israel and United 
Sates of America) are achieving an overwhelming significance. 2006 showed all the 
deficiencies and the internal wounds of the present Arabism. Internal conflicts deteriorated the 
inter-Arab relationships and showed weaknesses and wounds of the Arab regimes, ostensibly 
unable to cope with any of the new challenges; the most evident fronts of confrontation are 
Syria- Lebanon, internal Lebanon, Fatah and Hamas, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, the inter-Iraqi 
conflict, Darfur’s question, and the growing Iranian pressure. Other wounds can be traced in the 
region, although smaller and less evident, but also debilitating the fabric of the Arab world. The 
latter is faced today by one of the biggest “resistance tests” since the half of the last century. 
 
It is than the moment to put on trial the Arab world capacity of renewing itself and finding 
solutions to their internal inefficiencies and frustrations. Thus, all this diplomatic effort is aimed 
to reorganize the actual basis of pan Arabism wherein today the old Arab leaderships are 
mirrored which also take from that their legitimacy and consensus to strengthen their power, 
after a few months in which they were affected by changes decided by external actora (namely 
Washington and Teheran), to show cohesion abroad and inside toward their populations which 
are simultaneously less and less linked to them and increasingly attracted to fundamentalist 
forms of disagreement. With regard to that, it is also interesting to notice also the position of 
Saudi Arabia toward Syria which is considered to be the weak link in the Arab world chain, to 
be a country subjected to Iranian wills. Under this light, it is politically important that the next 
summit of the League of Arab States will be held in Damascus for the first time in the League 
history. Riyadh is trying to attract Damascus’ regime, or at least a part of it, to the Arab sphere 
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and a huge part of the whole diplomatic operation success is based rightly on the success of that 
strategy. 
The message is sent also to the region extremist fringes, in particular the Palestinian ones with 
the aim of showing to populations that the Arab elites can set important and actual goals, while 
the extremists are failing and cracking. 
Ironically, Riyadh Summit doesn’t seem to be referred to Israel but to the Arab creaky regimes, 
pressured to find solution to their inner problems, their population disaffection, the bureaucratic 
structure collapses; that is to say this is an answer to the request to assure to Arabic regimes that 
they will survive recent events.  
 
The weaknesses in the summit  
This framework of the Saudi initiative is both the strength and the weakness of this initiative. 
On one hand, there is a block of countries which strongly want to find solution to national and 
regional problems; among them, four countries, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan and the United 
Arab Emirates, are allied with Washington but their regimes have growing difficulties (from the 
Egyptian constitutional reform which implements emergency legislation (and it was rushed 
through to a referendum leaving many doubts about the democratic value of this institution) to 
the internal growing tensions in Jordan, (al-Qaeda’s infiltration into Palestinian people). These 
countries arrived to the summit well determined to achieve historic results. They tried to gain 
Syria’s support by “nightly” meetings held alongside the summit, in the hope of breaking its 
alliance with Teheran. They partially “forced” other delegations’ hands and succeeded in make 
a text unanimously approved, which is an event that hadn’t been recorded for years inside the 
League of Arab States. The approved text wasn’t modified, namely in order to prevent 
Damascus from using its veto (when virtually all delegations were open-minded, especially the 
Jordanian one). 
 
In particular, the coordination between Egypt and Saudi Arabia initiated a procedure which will 
continue on three levels: the first one is focused only on the Palestinian issue and on the 
economic emergency; the second one provide for the creation of a more structured framework 
for the inter-Arab dialogue, where common issues will be dealt with; the third one tries to 
identify a common base on which any initiative involving Israel will be considered since today. 
It is almost a paradox that this “common base” was virtually imposed by Egypt and Jordan, 
which are rightly the first countries to realize the need to act individually toward Israel. 
Nevertheless, nobody can doubt that the consensus the League of Arab States gained is worth 
consideration, although it is very general. 
On a more factual point of view, it is noteworthy that other three countries (Pakistan, Turkey 
and Malaysia, which were in the summit as observers) are expected to join the initiative of the 
League of Arab States, so that an actual compromise with most of the Islamic world has been 
offered to Israel. Besides, a committee representing the “Arab Quartet” will go to Washington 
and present “the offer”. The Arab regimes hope to gain the US support that is fundamental to 
provide the reassurance Israel needs, by the means of offering a wide assistance in Iraq. 
When one start considering the particular, he will find the potential difficulties. The text which 
rose from the summit provide that there is a form of cogency toward Arab countries which seem 
to be obliged to refer to the text; that is a form of intrusion into the national sovereignty sphere 
and, perhaps, it hasn’t been duly evaluated by all Arab regimes. 
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Nevertheless, the order established in Riyadh takes for granted that Palestinian people are 
united, which is quite far from being true and makes the situation more complicated. Haniyeh, 
who represented Hamas, were in a difficult position. All Hamas representatives stated that they 
would wait for actual results, which makes a very ambiguous answer explicit. They are in a 
tight corner, under the pressure of the Arab world that seems to be united and, ones in its 
history, is trying to alienate the Iranian shadow from the Israeli-Palestinian contest. It seems that 
certain Hamas members stated unofficially that they were hostile to some decisions which had 
been took in Riyadh; nevertheless, it seems that Khalid Meshal personally assured the Saudi 
king that the summit decisions won’t be openly broken. The spokesman of the new Palestinian 
parliament, Salah al-Bardawil, stated that “we will not agree to recognition of Israel or peace 
with it. We have no problem with the part of the initiative that calls for the establishment of a 
Palestinian State on the 1967 borders and the right of refugees to return." That is a very 
ambiguous statement showing the Hamas difficulty in dealing with an opportunity that all 
Palestinian people would immediately seize but that would undermine Hamas’ ideology 
substantially. The Hamas representatives at Gaza seem to take stricter positions. The party 
spokesman in the Gaza strip, Ismail Radwan stated that “the Hamas positions have not changed 
in any way. The new government has accepted commitments but our positions remain 
unchanged”, while, one more spokesman, Fawzi Barhum, stated that “the issue is not a 'yes' or 
'no' by Hamas regarding the initiative. We respect the Arab efforts to attain Palestinian rights 
and we will act within the Arab consensus. Nonetheless, the Zionist enemy continues to reject 
the initiative and we will not determine our position in reference to it before it has been 
accepted”. Meanwhile, Abbas is expected to announce the Palestinian authority official support 
to the initiative. Living on a side the national unity government, Palestinian dynamics are highly 
unstable. Not to mention that the differences of opinion between the parties are evidently 
irreconcilable, there a strong dissidence also inside the political-military groups of Fatah and 
Hamas. Many members of Fatah and of the PLO reject the Mecca’s compromise providing that 
there will be a Palestinian political institution reform which is considered as dangerous and 
destabilizing. Besides, there is a very deep disagreement among some armed fringes who don’t 
want to be settle, quite a part from what was stated. In addition to that it is noteworthy that all 
PLO structures (the political one, the military one and the intelligence) are going to undertake a 
substantial reform which will inevitably result in a further escalation of the internal conflicts. In 
the end, the Palestinian situation is very far from mirroring the stability which is useful to get 
any credibility during negotiations. 
On the other hand, the Israeli situation is not easier; indeed, in the opinion of part of the Israeli 
population the dream of living in pace with the Islamic world, from Mauritania to Malaysia, is 
the final aim of sixty years of conflicts and the guarantee that Israel will survive in the next 
decades. Nevertheless, it seems that, at the bottom of his popularity, Olmert want to take a strict 
position toward Riyadh results, although he is facing forceful campaigns of internal 
disagreement. The country situation is so paradoxical that it makes the famous Israeli journalists 
Aluf Benn write that Hamas and Olmert positions converge today, because none of the tow 
parties want to achieve the final status issues. 
Finally, it is worth considering the Iranian reaction to the present dynamics. No one should 
underestimate that the Arab activism driving force came from the need to limit the Shiite wave 
and the Teheran greater ideological and political importance also by the means of Hamas, 
Damascus and Hezbollah members help. The Arab consensus aims to deprive Teheran of these 
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pressuring tools. Teheran is likely to react by proving that the pan Arabism is always weak, that 
is to say by widening one of the many splits present in the area. Nevertheless, the Saudi 
activism didn’t concern only the regional actors in a narrow sense. Also the wide-ranging 
international diplomatic activity is interesting and, in particular, the results achieved with Russia 
and China are worth notice; It seems that Riyadh succeeded in persuading both the countries to 
stop aiding Teheran in the development of its nuclear industry, so that now Iran is more 
isolated. Besides, Riyadh moves more and more toward East and discovers the Asian markets 
and the possibilities offered by them also on a political point of view. 
 
So, as far as the answer of the “parties directly involved” are concerned, the picture is 
ambiguous and the same is true at a regional level. It is really important that all Arab countries 
in the region made a great effort to create a consensus on all the regional pressing and delicate 
issues that is an historic event in itself. On an optimistic point of view, thanks to the US support, 
the text which rose from the Riyadh summit could become the base to start the historic 
compromise between the Islamic world and the Jewish country. Nevertheless, it is impossible to 
foresee how this wide-ranging scenario will develop in the future. Indeed, when one look at day-
by-day life he find that all the misunderstandings, the incompatibility and the divergences last 
untouched, both between Israeli people and different Palestinian groups and among the Arab 
world countries. What rise from the Riyadh summit is namely that the Arabic world needs to 
find its way; it has succeeded, partially but not completely, as the text is extremely 
indeterminate and avoided dealing directly with the different important issues that undermine 
its regional balance. The position of Iran – a country full with internal growing incoherencies – 
lasts fundamental and unknown. Nevertheless the fact remain that the Saudi proactive role is 
positive; it fills an important gap and seems to be able to redress the political-economic 
balances of the region at large.  
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TURKEY’S TOWARDS PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS 
Paolo Quercia 

 
In less than one month Turkey will approach its most critical presidential elections of its history. 
The outgoing president is Ahmet Necdet Sezer, a resolutely secularist that in the last years has 
balanced with its institutional powers the political role of prime minister Erdogan, a moderate 
Islamist head of AKP (Justice and Development Party). 
 
Sezer mandate will expire on 16th may 2006 and the candidates who will run for its position are 
not yet known. There are anyway rumours that in the next days Erdogan could decide to run for 
the presidential post; if he will decide in this way, it is very likely that he will be elected thank 
to the AKP dominated parliament where Erdogan’s party has got a two-third majority. 
 
The possibility that Erdogan will decide to run in a “safe” election for the country institutional 
top position has provoked strong reactions among Turkey’s secularists and nationalists circles 
and movements. The protests culminated in a mass manifestation that brought a crowd of more 
than 300,000 thousand people to gather in front of the mausoleum of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, 
the founder of modern secular Turkey in 1923. The manifestation was called by non-
governmental organizations and was lead by the Association of Ataturk Thought; several 
opposition political parties joined the demonstration, where participated also Deniz Baykal, the 
head of the social-democratic Republican People’s Party, the main opposition party in Turkish 
parliament1. 
 
The political meaning of the demonstrations against Erdogan’s AKP is that there is a strong 
component of Turkish society that doesn’t recognise to the Islamic oriented Justice and 
Development Party the right to run for the Presidency of the Republic, due to the traditional and 
constitutional role of “bulwark of secularism” embodied by the president. 
 
This is a highly sensitive issue in a country where the army, institutionally linked to the 
president office, has intervened three times (1969, 1971 and 1980) with soft “coups d’etat” in 
defence of the secularism of the country. In 1997 the army removed from power Turkey’s first 
Islamic lead government: the same AKP’s political roots can be traced to that interrupted 
political experience.  
  
In particular Turkish Constitution recognises to the President the “Supreme Military Command 
of the Turkish Armed Forces on behalf of the Turkish Grand National Assembly; to decide on 
the mobilization of the Turkish Armed Forces; to call and to preside the National Security 
Council; to proclaim martial law or state of emergency, and to issue decrees having the force of 
law, upon a decision of the Council of Ministers meeting under his chairmanship.  
In addition to these powers the president has the right to appoint the chief of the general staff of 
the Army, guaranteeing him a close control over the armed force.  
 
To better understand the role of the president of the Republic in the context of Turkish political 
and constitutional life it is worth to remember the words of the presidential oath that the 
President has to solemnly swear in front of the parliament before taking his office. The text of 
the oath is explicitly mentioned in article 103 of the constitution and it runs:  
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"In my capacity as president of the Republic I swear upon my honour and integrity before the 
Turkish Nation and before history to safeguard the existence and independence of the State, the 
indivisible integrity of the country and the nation and the absolute sovereignty of the nation, to 
abide by the constitution, the rule of law, democracy, the principle of the secular Republic, not 
to deviate from the ideal according to which everyone is entitled to enjoy human rights and 
fundamental freedoms under conditions of national peace and prosperity and in a spirit of 
national solidarity and justice, and do my utmost to preserve and exalt the glory and honour of 
the Republic of Turkey and perform without bias the functions that I have assumed." 
 
Ahmet Necdet Sezer, the outgoing president, embodied perfectly during his term, the letter and 
the spirit of the constitutional oath. His role became increasingly strategic and important after 
Erdogan election as prime minister in march 2003. Erdogan’s party tried – together with 
pursuing a pro-western and pro-European policy – to develop also a mild Islamist social 
strategy, especially in the fields of education and state symbolism. Symbolic was the issue of 
the Islamic headscarf, when AKP attempted unsuccessfully to remove the law that is banning 
the use of headscarf in public offices and universities. AKP found strong resistance in the 
society also on its attempts to criminalise adultery, to reduce the liberty of commerce of 
alcoholic drinks, and to link the State university system with the high schools for training 
Muslim preachers. One of the centres of opposition of AKP attempts to promote, with 
democratic means, a more pro Islamic society has been the President of the Republic: Sezer sent 
back to the parliament numerous bills with the motivation of unconstitutionality and of violating 
the secular principles of the Turkish Republic. Moreover president Sezer decided, using his 
constitutional powers, to block the appointment of civil servants that were perceived to be too 
close to Islamic principles.  
 
We can say that in the last 4 years a secular president balanced the political initiative of a 
moderate Islamic prime minister, whose Islamism was already mitigated by the foreign policy 
impediments and obligations (in particular the relation with the United States and the 
application for membership in the European Union).  
 
Now, the – eventual – attempt of Erdogan of running for the Presidential office is a political 
event that could have uncertain future consequences, especially because it could alter this 
equilibrium, removing the secular red lines that have prevented Turkish society from oscillating 
between a Western-European and an Islamic-Middle Eastern model. 
This possibility is becoming more and more concrete considering also the worsening of the 
relations between Turkey, EU and United States and the possible consequences that this 
evolutions could have in the coming years in changing the Western orientation of Turkey, 
creating political room for an Islamic-conservative option in Turkish society. 
Therefore it is not only a domestic issue the question of the future of the coming elections for 
the presidency of the Republic of Turkey: an eventual success of AKP to elect its leader as 
president of the Republic could start a process of changing some aspects of Turkish internal 
identity and international position.    
Going back to the technical issue of the elections, Turkish constitution provides that the 
President of the Republic should be elected for a term of office of seven years by the Turkish 
Grand National Assembly from among its owns members. The President must be elected by a 
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two-thirds majority of the total number of members of the Turkish Grand National Assembly by 
secret ballot. If the prescribed majority it is not met, the election will be repeated for a second 
and third time with lower majority requirements.  
 
Considering the strong political majority of AKP in the grand national assembly it is almost 
certain that the eventual decision of Erdogan of running for presidential election will result in 
his triumphant victory. This scenario has been harshly feared by outgoing president Sezer, who 
can not run for a second election. In a speech delivered to the Turkish military academy, Sezer 
alerted the audience that Turkey’s secular system is under unprecedented threat from foreign 
and local forces who also want to weaken the military apparatus (in his words "Turkey's 
political regime today faces a threat unprecedented since the foundation of the Republic […] 
Domestic and foreign forces with a common objective are acting together on this issue"). Sezer 
praised the army for being the "protector and guarantor of the secular Republic," but warned 
also on the risk that in the future it could become the target of "internal and foreign forces” that 
are interested in eroding its credibility and make it an inefficient apparatus. 
 
Sezer didn’t specify who are in his opinion the external forces interested in destabilising the 
army and, with it, one of the cornerstone of the Turkish Republic. It could be that he was 
referring to the European Union and especially to all the necessary requirements that Turkey 
should adopt in the coming years to enjoy full membership, and specifically the European-style 
“democratisation” process of Turkey. 
 
As far as Turkey proceeds on the way to EU integration, it appears that the State structures and 
institutions could become more vulnerable to attempts from political oriented Islam – that it 
doesn’t mean necessarily AKP – to exploit the new opportunities created by the EU 
convergence process to halt the Western style modernisation route of the country.  
 
It is becoming clearer that the EU-Anatolic game over the identity of Turkey and the future 
Turkish foreign policy attitudes will be played around some traditional fault lines that are 
present in Turkish society: secularism, islamism, nationalism, liberalism, role of the State in 
society, militarism, modernisation, democratisation, europeisation.    
 
What is interesting is how these fault lines are changing themselves in the new political 
international context and how they are differently opposing or cooperating among each other. 
For example it is registered in Turkey a growing process of convergence between nationalism 
and Islamism, an event that before the “Erdogan era” could only hardly been imagined, 
representing secularism and nationalism the strongest alliance of political values opposed to the 
“Islamic soul” of Turkey. A survey on nationalism in Turkey carried out by Bilgi University in 
20062 showed that the most nationalistic Turkish leader is considered to be Erdogan (40%) 
while Devlet Bahceli, leader of the Nationalist Party Movement is ranked second after the actual 
prime minister (30%). These results are confirmed by another survey  
carried out by professor Orhan Gokce of Selcuk university and according to him the number of 
Turkish who admit to be both nationalist and Islamist has increased steadily in the last years, 
reaching 50% of the population. 
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Surprisingly enough, the fusion of the Islamist and nationalist concepts it is also matched by an 
apparently awkward increase of consensus from Islamists on liberal ideas both in politics and 
economics. AKP members – whose coalition party is also joined by liberals – have tried to 
oppose several of the legal restrictions that are regulating social life in the country. AKP, for 
example says that the interpretation of secularism in Turkey is too restrictive and infringes on 
religious freedoms and democracy. Erdogan government recently passed a law significantly 
extending the rights of foreigners to buy private land in Turkey, an issue that was traditionally 
opposed by secularist leftist and nationalist because it was too liberal.   
 
Of course these measures are taken because of the pressure of the EU and the need of 
harmonising the internal legislation to the European standards. But it seems that there could be a 
tactical convergence between AKP and EU integration process: whatever this process will 
produce a EU membership or not, it will be useful for the moderate Islamists of AKP to use the 
new margin of freedoms that are imported in Turkey internal legislation because of European 
harmonisation process to reduce the level of secularisation of Turkish State through democratic 
means. In this context the conquest of the presidency of the Republic, will give to AKP an 
important and strategic political and institutional stronghold to pilot and support these changes. 
 
Even if Erdogan will decide not to candidate himself for the presidential elections it is pretty 
much certain that the president will be anyway a member of the AKP Party. Possible alternative 
candidates are the Foreign Minister Abdullah Gul, the minister of defence Vecdi Gonul or the 
parliamentary speaker Bulent Arinc, all first level members of AKP.  
 
The political tension in Turkey during the weeks approaching the parliamentary elections could 
increase between the “kemalist” social - political block joined by part of the State establishment 
and the moderate Islamist-moderate nationalist rassemblement that is grouping around AKP.  
 
If AKP will win presidential elections, changing considerably the internal political situation, the 
European Union should carefully consider the possible internal effects of its enlargement 
strategy towards Turkey. 
 
 
                                                           
1 Seven political parties are represented inside Turkish parliament. Almost 80% of seats are held by the 
two main political parties, Erdogan’s AKP (354 seats) and CHP (Republican Peoples’s Party) that holds 
153 seats.   
2 See theworldtoday.org, April 2007  
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RUSSIA AT THE MUNICH CONFERENCE 
Andrea Grazioso 

 
February 10th, 2007 will probably be remembered as a cornerstone in the history of international 
relations. Participants to the 43rd Munich Conference on Security Policy articulated their views 
in a franker way, less constrained by diplomatic ceremonials. Though the event was called 
“Conference on Security Policy”, the issue of international security was not addressed with an 
academic approach. In Munich both heads of State and defense ministers explained their views; 
while being informal, the meeting had a highly political significance. 
In this contest, Russian president Putin’s statement stood out for being extremely harsh in style 
and full of contents, all of them crucial for the future of security in Europe. 
 
This conference “allows me to avoid excessive politeness... to say what I really think” 
From Putin’s very first words the unconventional, almost undiplomatic tone of his speech could 
be grasped. Indeed, Putin made immediately clear that the format of the Conference would 
allow him to avoid to “speak in roundabout, pleasant but empty diplomatic terms”.  
Firstly, Putin launched a harsh criticism to the very possibility of a world order based on the 
dominant role of a single superpower. The “unipolar model” formulated as a natural outcome of 
post-Cold War period was dismissed as profoundly undemocratic and unfeasible in a reality 
where security concerns are global and therefore common to all actors. 
The effort to implement this model brought about a very high level of conflictuality and a broad 
use of military force in international relations. Far from solving real problems, the use of force 
made them much more complex if not irresolvable even when resorting to non-military means. 
Then, Putin openly attacked what to his eyes is a repeated violation of basic principles of 
international law. With the United States purportedly responsible for this all. 
In Putin’s words, “One State and, of course, first and foremost the United States, has 
overstepped its national borders in every way. This is visible in the economic, political, cultural 
and educational policies it imposes on other nations. Well, who likes this? Who is happy about 
this?” 
The United States dominance is allegedly causing people not to feel safe anymore and 
undermining the role of international law (broadly speaking, de iure and de facto) as a guarantor 
of international security. Hence a new arms race, with a growing number of States willing to 
acquire weapons of mass destruction. 
Putin’s thesis, though not innovative, is worth a closer examination. Russian president 
thundered against the “distortion” of an intrusive use of economic and cultural means aimed to 
change “from inside” sovereign States politics. Because of its objective supremacy in terms of 
economic resources and its capacity of spreading and establishing cultural models, United States 
are the first responsible for such distortion. 
That means criticizing the very evolution of international law which, in the latest decades, has 
increasingly been conceived as regulating not only relations among sovereign states, but also 
many other aspects traditionally considered domestic politics which have nowadays acquired an 
impact on international security. 
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It is understood that the international effectiveness of human rights asserted in Helsinki 
Conference in 1975 probably gave the first blow to the monolithic communist ideology, which 
would then make Soviet Bloc implode. Today’s Russia, of course, must no longer defend such a 
totalitarian political system, nonetheless there are deep concerns that some means of 
interference – such those exerted through electoral process monitoring – could delegitimize 
Kremlin’s leadership or allies’ political establishment. What is arising again is the well-known 
Russian idiosyncrasy towards “velvet revolutions” backed by the West and able to change 
former soviet countries in a way that will be hostile to Russian interests.   
Closing his speech Putin was even more explicit. Referring to OSCE, he argued that “people are 
trying to transform the OSCE into a vulgar instrument designed to promote the foreign policy 
interests of one or a group of countries”, and that “decision-making procedures and the 
involvement of so-called non-governmental organisations are tailored for this task. These 
organisations are formally independent but they are purposefully financed and therefore under 
[government] control”. 
 
In Europe, Disarmament Treaties are now being questioned 
Issues related to typically military risks were widely addressed by Russian president. He started 
claiming the role of Russia as a leading actor in a both nuclear and conventional disarmament 
process that has hugely reduced the threat of a conflict within Europe as well as a global conflict 
with the United States.  
Russia will keep on doing its part, for example completing the dismantlement of nuclear 
strategic missile capabilities to reach a level of 1,700-2,000 warheads by 2012, in compliance 
with the agreements with Washington. 
Against the willingness of Moscow, Putin pointed out the seemingly adverse attitude of the 
other actors, emphasizing that Russia signed with the USA the Intermediate Nuclear Force 
Treaty (INF), thus renouncing to a wide range of ballistic missile systems, namely those with a 
range between 500 and 5,500 kilometers.  
In spite of this renounce other countries are now acquiring similar weapons, so that Russian 
self-restriction becomes less and less sustainable. In recent months the word spread about the 
threat of a denounce of the INF treaty by Russia. These rumours have now been strengthened by 
Putin’s last speech; indeed, Putin corroborated the possibility of a Russian denounce of the 
treaty as he made a new, effective case – i.e. the proliferation of similar systems in neighbouring 
regions – for overcoming the restrictions imposed by the INF. 
A few days later Gen. Solovtsov, commander of Russian Strategic Missile Forces, announced 
that in five-six years Russia may develop a missile in the SS-20 - class, a system which had 
been banned by the 1987 treaty signed by Reagan and Gorbachev. Moreover, many analysts 
believe that Russia will need much less time to modify the just-tested Iskander-M missile that 
could reach a range of at least 500 kilometers. In other words, it could take only few months 
from a possible denounce of the treaty to the deployment of currently banned systems. 
In Munich Putin also criticized NATO enlargement to the East and the installing of an anti-
ballistic system in Poland and in Czech Republic – two highly probable though not yet 
confirmed sites. 
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Putin pointed out that in 1990 NATO Secretary-General Woerner had publicly assured that the 
Alliance would not have deployed its troops outside of the western portion of reunified 
Germany. “What happened to the assurances our western partners made after the dissolution of 
the Warsaw Pact? Where are those declarations today? No one even remembers them”, Putin 
said.    
In relation to the other pillar of post-Cold War continental security system – the Conventional 
Forces in Europe Treaty (CFE) – Putin reminded that it was Russia (not the NATO countries) 
who ratified its revision, which was highly needed after the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and 
the entrance of new members into NATO. In fact, they oppose its ratification, although Russia 
is complying with the agreements on complete withdrawal of its forces from Georgia – one of 
the conditions required by the Atlantic Alliance.  
But, Putin argues, “what is happening at the same time [as Russia is withdrawing its remaining 
troops]? Simultaneously the so-called flexible frontline American bases with up to five thousand 
men in each.”  
Just as the INF treaty, CFE agreements have long been targeted by Russian diplomacy; in this 
case too, Putin’s speech in Munich helps to remove any doubt as to the degree of dissatisfaction 
of Moscow. 
Virtually every aspect of that atmosphere of mutual respect and trust which was established in 
the aftermath of the end of Cold War seems now to be questioned. Russian president’s reference 
to the assurances made by NATO in 1990 was not merely an effective motto to capture public 
opinion, but an extremely important fact in political-strategic terms.  
In reminding of the “assurances” given at that moment Putin seems to have suddenly wiped out 
the achievements made in NATO-Russia relations. Putin did not refer to the “privileged 
relationship” or to the “enhanced partnership”, nor took he his cue from the Pratica di Mare 
agreements; he rather went back to the dawn of this process, when two enemies were 
negotiating on how to reduce the threat of a war. 
Furthermore, Russian president openly denounced NATO for not honoring those assurances and 
not fulfilling obligations seen as necessary to end the East-West confrontation. 
It is also extremely revealing the lack of any reference to the full sovereignty reacquired by 
those countries once under soviet rule. Insisting on “NATO expansion” without any mention to 
the “applications for membership to the Alliance” by new members, Putin recalled de facto the 
“doctrine of limited sovereignty” formulated at the times of Soviet Union in order to legitimate 
Moscow’s control over the whole East Europe.  
 
Towards a new Russian military doctrine? 
Parallel to a growing dialectical opposition between Russia and the West, we must also 
highlight the increasing domestic debate about the military posture that the country should take. 
In recent months, the issue of military reform – particularly that of a scheduled revision of 
military doctrine – has been debated by most Russian media organizations. 
This theme should be debated by an inner circle of experts, as it is apparently very technical 
though being undoubtedly crucial to the entire strategic posture of the country. 
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This is not the case of Russia, and the explanation can be traced in the ongoing struggle for 
power within some of the nerve centers of Moscovite power. 
 
The nature of current Russian military posture 
By constitution Russia is required to have a military doctrine, that is to say an official public 
document orienting and regulating the structure, the activity and the use of armed forces. 
In 1993 and then again in 2000, Russian General Staff drew up these documents which were 
then approved by Eltsin and Putin, who at that time was still “acting” president, having Eltsin 
resigned.  
They reflect the 1990s strategic vision and Eltsin’s at least fluctuating foreign policy.  
The 2000 Doctrine, currently in force, says in substance that Russia has no declared enemies, 
but it must be prepared to face multiple potential threats from everywhere. 
Russia must be ready to carry out counterterrorism operations, small-scale regional conflicts, as 
well as broader crises and full-scale wars. 
It needs not only to rely on highly professional forces but also to be prepared to mobilize 
conspicuous troops in prolonged wars. 
While NATO, USA and China are Russian partners, they are also potential enemies.  
In 1993 and 2000 doctrines is still alive Soviet Union traditional vision of “tout azimut defense” 
to be intended as a comprehensive “horizon of events”, not just with a geographical 
connotation.  
Due to such incongruities, or maybe “diplomatic ambiguities”, it is obvious that the 
transformation of Russian armed forces has been slow to the extent of getting completely 
bogged down, because of the costs of a whole professionalization and of the unwillingness by 
military top officers to accept a substantial cut in the personnel.  
Nor the doctrine was effectively able to orient military policies, including the almost daily 
decisions actually taken to handle Caucasus conflicts. 
Successively efforts were made in order to integrate the doctrine with more concise though 
more updated and effective documents. In 2003, defense minister Ivanov drafted a White Paper, 
which however did not solve the many ambiguities (in language too) cited above in reference to 
the 2000 doctrine. 
What is even more important, this paper did not receive Putin’s approval; it can not be even 
considered an official document. 
Recognizing the need for a change at a doctrinal level 
In recent years, there have been several changes in the strategic framework, with Russian 
military top ranks increasingly unsatisfied with the situation in Russian official military posture. 
It is well-known that after 9/11 attacks Putin made great concessions to the United States; later, 
however, Russian stance has been hardening to the point of reaching a strong declaratory 
opposition – for example Putin’s recent statements at the Munich Conference on Security Policy 
– and of adopting foreign and military policy measures surely not in accordance with America’s 
desiderata.  
One of the most recent controversial issue is undoubtedly that concerning a possible deployment 
of part of American anti-ballistic system in Poland or in Czech Republic. 
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Technically, the proposal includes the deployment of an advanced radar system, capable of 
detecting and early tracking ballistic missiles, as well as a limited number of interceptors aimed 
to shoot down hostile devices in flight.  
Through its more or less official mouthpieces who for weeks have tackled the issue, Moscow 
has announced that installing in Eastern Europe such a system would pose a direct threat to 
national security. Interceptor missiles could indeed hit Russian ballistic missiles based in 
Moscow and Volga regions during their takeoff.  
If so, the anti-ballistic system would represent an effective deterrent since Russian missile 
warheads would drop into Russian territory itself. 
On the contrary, Americans believe that a system deployed in Europe would help to detect 
missiles launched from Middle East and headed for the United States during their intermediate 
trajectory. Interceptors could not threaten Russian offensive system as to number and class. 
This quarrel triggered a harsh confrontation, with Russians seemingly ready to respond to a 
deployment of any system by Americans taking asymmetrical measures: for example, covertly 
threatening to denounce the 1987 INF treaty and to field again intermediate-range nuclear 
missiles able to strike European countries, maybe the same US anti-ballistic facilities. 
Among these growing tensions, it becomes clear why the focus on a possible new version of 
Russian military doctrine is no longer confined in the inner circle of experts but becomes an 
important barometer of relations between Russia and the rest of the world, particularly those 
between Russia and NATO countries. 
 
A new course in foreign policy or a power struggle for the Kremlin? 
Since last fall details of the new doctrine have began to leak out on Russian press; the doctrine 
was apparently designed, like previous versions, by General Staff.  
This new formulation seems to claim that Russia has three actual enemies: NATO, United 
States, and international terrorism. 
According to these rumors the document was being examined by former defense minister Sergei 
Ivanov for minor amendments before officially passing to the government for approval.  
In last months, however, no news of the new doctrine emerged and Ivanov himself announced at 
the Duma that the 2000 version was still valid and that there was no need of a new document to 
be elaborated in a short time. 
We cannot verify if Ivanov’s statements were meant to be an official denial of the draft 
presented by military officers. One thing is certain: shortly after his claims Ivanov himself was 
promoted to First Deputy Prime Minister, the best position to run for the next presidential race.  
In other words, Putin seems to agree with the inconvenience of adopting a new doctrine which 
would affirm an open opposition of Russia to the West.  
Moreover, Ivanov was replaced as defense minister by Anatoly Serdyukov, who can not boast 
any specific competence in military or strategic matters.  
The most careful commentators are convinced that it is precisely the appointing of Serdyukov to 
betray Putin’s intention to sink the ambitions of military officers, who would find themselves 
hampered by the presence of a minister lacking in military knowledge and with little political 
influence in the current balance of power. 
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At the same time, according to Russia’s National Security Council Secretary, Igor Ivanov, the 
Council is preparing a new military doctrine to be drafted with the help of other sectors of State 
apparatus. 
This recent statement amazed many analysts and probably upset Russian military top ranks. 
Russia’s National Security Council has never had this kind of responsibility, which instead has 
always been assigned to the General Staff. 
On one hand, general staff’s assignment has been in recent years substantially reduced to the 
advantage of defense ministry.   
On the other hand, the plan for a broader “national security doctrine” from which to extract a 
more specific military doctrine could be underway. 
If so, National Security Council may well act as an engine for the drafting of a new 
comprehensive strategic formulation, as well as a ‘clearing house’ for the various forces and 
power centers. 
The big losers in this game would be the military officers anyway. 
They are obtaining a fast increase in the spending destined to Russian military machine. 
In 2007, the spending for defense is expected to rise by 23 per cent, up to 35 billions dollars. 
These figures are certainly not comparable to those of the United States, but they can enable 
Russia to restore the functionality of part of its military forces and to start a plan for the 
acquisition of new armaments which would be profitable for its defense industry, this one 
gaining a lot of revenues also thanks to conspicuous orders from abroad. 
But the most critical aspect, namely an adjustment – even a formal one – of Russian military 
posture to a new reality in which Moscow sees several threats to its own interests, remains 
“bogged down” in the bureaucratic procedure involving the various ministries and authorities in 
charge. 
It is not a minor difference, especially if one considers that the Chief of the General Staff, Yuri 
Baluyevski, seems to have recently expressed his support to the inclusion in any future military 
doctrine of specific measures aimed at facing “asymmetrical threats”, such as successful “velvet 
revolutions” in the countries reentered into Moscow’s sphere of influence. 
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LOOKING TO AFGHANISTAN MORE THAN TO IRAQ: MINOR ADJUSTMENTS IN THE AMERI-
CAN GREAT STRATEGY 

Lucio Martino 
 

Recently, trans-Atlantic relations have more than ever before been influenced by the evolution 
of the relations between Washington and Paris. After the announced exit from the political stage 
of president Chirac, the upcoming French elections appear to have become of particular rele-
vance to both sides of the Atlantic. With less than one month to go before the first ballot round, 
the French presidential elections are perhaps unexpectedly open. At least in the polls, all three 
of the principal candidates are well over the 25%.1 The UDC centrist, Bayrou, continues to sur-
prisingly challenge the general opinion, which reduced the election to a contest between 
Sarkozy of the UMP, and the socialist Royal. 
 
As much as the evidence may tell us that Sarkozy will be the next president of France, and ig-
noring that unknown quantity, Le Pen, it is also true that if Bayrou succeeds in winning the first 
ballot, he will be capable of beating both Sarkozy and Royal, and of managing a co-habitation 
with a parliament that, after the June election, seems destined to have a UMP majority.2 Al-
though all the candidates have declared that they are in favour of a continuation of current 
French foreign policies, a victory by Sarkozy could lead to an appreciable change in the trans-
Atlantic dynamic. The central-right candidate has already, on numerous occasions, placed an 
accent on stronger trans-Atlantic relations3. 
 
After passing entire decades in planning how to react to a possible major conflict, a reaction that 
would aim to ensure the survival of Europe itself, as we know it, NATO seems to be experienc-
ing a not insignificant level of difficulty in a period in which it must implement its operative 
capacities in distant Afghanistan4. During his appearance on 15 February 2007 at the American 
Enterprise Institute,5 President Bush gave voice to the perplexity which in this period has been 
typical of the American commanders involved in the Afghani conflict,6 according to whom the 
operations capacity of European military contingents arriving in Afghanistan is restricted by 
such a degree as to render them of little or no use in the ever more frequent combat operations.7 
In other words, the Afghani conflict has all the potential to further divide an alliance which has 
already been under extreme pressure because of the Iraq war, the other major front in the Global 
War on Terror (GWoT), in a situation marked by the continuing requests by the United States 
for a greater group involvement in Afghanistan, not only by the historic allies in Europe, but 
also from a Pakistan which has not proven sufficiently capable of sealing its own oriental bor-
ders, nor of severing all support for still active Taliban groups8. It is within the context of an 
American desire to increase the pressure in their connections with the president of Pakistan, 
Musharraf,9 that the recent visit of vice president Cheney to Pakistan during this period must be 
judged. 
 
The tendency of the Pakistani President to reach accords with the tribal leaders in the Northern 
regions is, in fact, seen at least within the United States as being little different from a surrender 
to the radical Islamic elements.10 The impression, which is solidifying in the United States, is 
that, at a minimum during this phase, the agreement between the Bush administration and presi-
dent Musharraf could now have come to an end. The attack on the Bagram base, launched at the 
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same time as the visit of the vice president, demonstrated once again how much the ability of 
the Afghani security forces leaves to be desired.11 
 
The United States are attempting to make adjustments to a GWoT that has been based during 
the last five years on an appeasement with Pakistan, a significant under-evaluation of Afghani-
stan, and, according to some, a costly diversion in Iraq. Of some interest under this point of 
view is the article published in the New York Times on 19 February 2007, according to which 
while the attention of the Bush administration is concentrated on Iraq, bin Laden, still alive 
somewhere in Afghanistan, has re-established control over at least part of his original network12. 
The Bush Administration seems to have decided to condition the entire gamut of its support for 
the Pakistani Government on a stricter control of the border with Afghanistan, and a more ag-
gressive approach toward the radical Islamic forces which have found refuge within Pakistan,13 
where supposedly, according to the latest government leaks, Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-
Zawahiri have also found sanctuary14. The leaders of al-Qaeda are now believed successful in 
re-constructing, in some form, a chain of command which allows them to re-organize a new se-
ries of training camps in the remote north of Pakistan.15 
 
According to the new director of national intelligence, J. Michael McConnell, the fighters, while 
not attacking the Karzai government directly, seem to favour a strategy that succeeds in weak-
ening the Government, compromising the economic and social development of the country16. As 
much as terrorism remains the principal source of preoccupation, and al-Qaeda the greatest 
threat, Negroponte’s successor feels that the United States today finds itself confronting a com-
bination of challenges that is without precedence and variety.  
 
Although the most determined threat to the United States remains that from al-Qaeda, five years 
of counter-terrorism have had the effect of decimating the pattern of the organization, and of 
eliminating or capturing two thirds of its leadership. Al-Qaeda seems to have regenerated itself. 
However, the new members lack the experience and the capacity of their predecessors,17 despite 
being able to cultivate and develop an unprecedented series of relationships in northern Africa, 
Europe, and in Central Asia.18 The impression is also that al-Qaeda is no longer capable of at-
tacks of the same level of efficiency as those of the nineties. In other words, the group is not 
believed to enjoy the freedom of action that had made it a global threat of previously unknown 
proportions.19 
Other signals seem to indicate a progressive orientation of the GWoT from the Persian Gulf to 
Afghanistan. It is the same direction that the latest series of customary differences of opinion 
between the White House and the Pentagon on one side, and the intelligence organizations on 
the other hand. This time the topic is the Iranian involvement in the Iraqi war.20 It should also be 
mentioned that the ghost of the upheaval, which shattered the United States during the conflict 
in Vietnam, still seems far on the horizon. In contrast to then, the party of the president contin-
ues, in fact, to support the intervention, warding off the possibility of a direct conflict between a 
united congress and the White House. However, democrat majority has in both chambers de-
cided to approve a twofold series of laws that will regulate the financing of the operations fore-
seen for the end of the conflict.21 Although the president has already announced his intention to 
veto both provisions, the episode signals the explicit end of the cross-party consensus that 
formed the base of the GWoT.22 
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In the eyes of the United States, the recent problems with Iran are an opportunity to take advan-
tage of. The general impression is that the Bush administration is attempting to gain from the 
divisions within the Iranian regime, in the belief that at least a part of this opposition could be 
interested in seriously reconsidering their nuclear program. Ahmendinejad appears, in the opin-
ion of Washington, to be in difficulties, although for the United States it has always been sur-
prisingly difficult to conceive of the possibility of the political survival of this genre of leader. 
After exiting from a double round of elections, Ahmendinejad’s pro-nuclear rhetoric has com-
menced to seem excessive even to many of his most loyal supporters. In addition, the weak 
resolution package passed by the United Nations appears on one hand to have created difficul-
ties for Iranian finances, on the other hand it has created problems for Iran between itself and 
two States which are ever more relevant for Iranian interests, Russia and China.  
 
That which for many months has seemed to be a crisis in search of a casus belli could find a real 
one in the current period, due to the capture by Iran of members of the British armed forces, 
during the naval maneuvers of the Fifth Fleet of the U.S. Navy in the Persian Gulf23. And all this 
while the United Nations seems finally to have come to agreement regarding the position to be 
taken toward Iran,24 as demonstrated by the ratification of resolution 1747 on 24 March, 200725. 
In any case, apart from these recent successes, it is still a matter of much discussion, within the 
administration, as to whether or not the series of present and foreseen economic measures, will 
one day be sufficient to defuse the international controversy which has centered on Iranian secu-
rity ambitions for so many years.  On the other hand, the Iranian nuclear program does not seem 
currently able to have any influence on the price of petrol, in contrast to what happened about a 
year ago. At this stage, in the light of the readiness of the United States to negotiate the future of 
Iraq with the border States,26 the financial markets appear convinced that the possibility of an 
American (or Israeli) attack is a remote one, and of the success of the measures proposed by the 
United States and the European Union to peaceably resolve the matter. 
 
In contrast to that which happened with North Korea, the approach of the United States toward 
the in any case only presumed proliferation of the Iranian nuclear program is following another 
evolution27. Although the measures adopted by the Security Council of the United Nations are 
much less severe than those suggested by the Bush Administration, a new Resolution which 
foresees an embargo on every exportation of arms, and which orders a block of a series of par-
ticular economic assets,28 demonstrates the coagulation of consensus aimed at the international 
isolation of Iran,29 and these could be supplemented by a parallel and informal strategy, sup-
ported for some time by the Bush administration, directed at increasing pressure on an Iran al-
ready clearly in economic difficulties30. 
 
To sum up, while in the opinion of the influential American Enterprise Institute the time is not 
opportune for a dialogue with Iran,31 and while Congress is increasingly divided as to the future 
of the American involvement in Iraq,32 the Christian Science Monitor has entered the debate 
regarding the real supporters of the war in Iraq by pointing the finger in another direction: Saudi 
Arabia33. In general, the events in Iraq appear to be heading in two directions. The Shiite mili-
tary units have reduced the number of their attacks notably. On the other hand, the fighters now 
seem able to attack in a manner that is even more sophisticated than before.34 
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On the other front, the Chinese destruction of on out-dated weather satellite last month via a 
ballistic missile appears to have two clear consequences. The first is the increase in the ever 
more dangerous “space trash” in orbit around Earth. The second is the opening of a new series 
of interminable debates regarding the present and future strategic ambitions of Beijing. The 
Chinese experiment is certainly not the first of its kind. The Soviets probably experimented with 
at least twenty similar events, and the American have completed thirty-six. However, given the 
very high altitude (530 miles) of the Chinese test, it seems that the 10,000 or so pieces of rub-
bish currently monitored by the United States Space Tracking System have been augmented by 
a figure of 10% by the newest pieces.35 As far as the effect on international relations of the 
January test however, if the democracy in China continues grow at least the same rate as the 
economy, the test will be remembered officially as yet another example of Chinese space “ad-
venturism”36. 
 
There are already many States which use outer space for military aims, through the collection of 
information and to ensure a secure and efficient communications net on a global level. True, 
none of these has yet positioned a military system in space, designed to fight in space and from 
space37. Beijing has now demonstrated that it could have an offensive capacity that might be 
able to affect the complex and fragile American satellite constellation. 
 
The Chinese anti-satellite capacity could not fail to increase American strategic preoccupations, 
of which one of the latest interpreters is the republican senator from Arizona, Jon Kyl. For Sen. 
Kyl, the Chinese test signals the end of the free and uncontested use of space, and resorting to a 
series of negotiations in the attempt to defend the United States from this new threat will only 
bring about a weakening of their already tenuous strategic position.38 
 
The Bush Administration has always dedicated itself to the problem with much attention, show-
ing perhaps a certain inclination since its first steps towards the adoption of a new “space” ar-
rangement. A good example of this is found in the Rumsfeld Report 2001,39 but the chance to 
move new arms systems into space has also been consistently pointed out by Space Command 
in a series of documents among which are Joint Vision 2020, dating from the Clinton admini-
stration,40 or more recently, in the Master Plan of 2006, according to which the United States 
must as first “rapidly obtain and maintain space superiority” and then “pursue the ability to ap-
ply conventional combat in, from, and through space”41.   
 
Other Chinese “provocations”, such as the attempt to disturb a U.S. satellite last October, seem 
to have pushed the Bush administration to declassify a National Space Policy after only a few 
months. The document, the first of its kind since 1996, appeared to introduce the deployment of 
a weapons system in space. In particular the insistence on the importance of space for the secu-
rity problems of today and the future, with the declaration that the “freedom of action in space is 
as important to the United States as air power and sea power”, and in the claim that the restric-
tions foreseen in accords for the arming of space “must not impair the rights of the United States 
to conduct research, development, testing an operations or other activities in space for US na-
tional interests”42. The direction that the strategic interaction between the Chinese and the 
United States will go is still a subject of much uncertainty. For the moment, there is a tendency 
to refuse any new system of accords aimed at stopping a new space arms race, labeling them as 
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being useless and even counter-productive, and a move towards the unfurling of a new genera-
tion of arms in space,43 and the withdrawal from the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space Treaty, 
signed from 1967 by ninety-eight States, including China44. 
 
Perhaps the most interesting development in the last few months has been the attempt, possibly 
directly attributable to Secretary of State Rice,45 to improve the always-difficult relations with 
North Korea46. After having refused any form of direct dialogue with Pyongyang for years, the 
Bush administration has shown itself ready to radically change an approach which, in the past 
and throughout the nineties, has been characterized by other moments of openness, such as in 
the case of the visit of the then secretary of State Madeleine Albright. The Bush administration 
now seems ready to promote a new agreement regarding the break down of the North Korean 
nuclear program, and in time to reconsider having included North Korea in the list of States ac-
cused of the sponsorship of international terrorism.47 
 
The momentary success obtained by the cooperation of the Six-Party-Talks in convincing North 
Korea to dismantle its nuclear program in exchange for a new series of economic and political 
measures, was however treated with some reserve by the United States. The main reason for the 
hesitation regards the reliability of the North Korean regime, as well as skepticism concerning 
the possibility of overcoming the numerous, and unresolved, technical obstacles which will 
complicate the full implementation of the accords. 
 
In any case, for the United States, the blocking of North Korean funds in the bank in Macao was 
an important step, while in the background a quid pro quo plan seems to be slowly taking place 
between Beijing and Washington. China appears determined to keep North Korea under control, 
in exchange for a similar obligation on the part of the United States regarding Taiwan48. 
 
The recent moves of the United States toward a more open approach were preceded by the 
emergence of a series of doubts regarding the conviction that North Korea has for some time 
proceeded with a secret uranium enrichment program. Doubts that reinforced the position of 
those who claim that, as in the case of the presumed Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, the in-
telligence services may also in this case have fundamentally mistaken the situation49. On the 
other hand, the ex-DNI, Negroponte, has never lost an opportunity to point out that the risk of a 
nuclear North Korea is always high,50 while Bolton, the ex-Ambassador to the United Nations, 
has always maintained the necessity of a policy of confrontation towards North Korea and to 
argue against any recent hesitation regarding the danger of a North Korean nuclear program.51 
 
For Washington, the encouragement of uncertainties as to the reality of North Korean nuclear 
program was in line with a game in which each player would permit Pyongyang to reach an ac-
cord with the international community and saving face at the same time52. Above all, the entire 
question has lead to another series of doubts about the reliability of analysis produced by the US 
intelligence community,53 and has re-proposed and consolidated a tendency between the intelli-
gence community and the Bush administration to overtly clash, at least when it comes to impor-
tant strategic themes such as proliferation. 
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IN AFGHANISTAN A DIFFICULT YEAR AHEAD FOR NATO 
Fausto Biloslavo 

 
It will be a difficult year for NATO in Afghanistan but the Talebans suffered heavy losses in 
2006 and they are divided and reduced to carrying out suicide attacks because they are 
incapable of more threatening and incisive action. Although Mullah Mohammed Omar’s 
movement has re-emerged it does not, for the moment, have any chance of turning things round 
and retaking power. At the same time, however, the central government, bolstered by thirty-
three thousand NATO soldiers, including two thousand Italians, is still not able to keep the 
entire country under control. The Talebans and the remaining members of Al Qaeda are heavily 
infiltrated in the six Southern and three Eastern provinces and have carried out terrorist attacks 
in other areas including Kabul.  
The international community is “obliged to strengthen the military presence” in Afghanistan 
according to the European Union’s representative there, Francesco Vendrell: "If we’d had 38-
40 thousand soldiers (ISAF mission, ed) in Afghanistan in 2002, we would not need that 
number now”, Vendrell told a meeting of the Foreign Affairs committee of the Italian Camera, 
“but as we did not have that number in 2002 or in 2003, now, five years after the ratification of 
the Bonn Accords, we are obliged to increase the military presence.” 
The message is clear: reinforcements are needed and the caveats - the restrictions on how 
individual national contingents, among them the Italian, can be employed - present a problem. 
In reality, each of the 37 countries that makes up the international coalition has a very particular 
set of rules about how their troops can operate, all of which are based on the political choices of 
the national governments. In most cases, even if the caveats were less restrictive and allowed, 
for example, the use of Italian troops in the “red” zones that have been infiltrated by hostile 
forces in the South, an increase in the number of soldiers on the ground would still be required. 
The roughly 2,000 soldiers divided at present between Kabul and Herat are barely sufficient for 
the mission they have been asked to carry out in the Western sector and in the zone around the 
capital. Only a certain number of special corps could be easily used on the  riskier fronts.  
For months the Talebans threatened a devastating spring offensive but in reality it was NATO 
that took the initiative with new American commander, Dan McNeill, a veteran of the  Enduring 
Freedom mission in Afghanistan, taking up his post in Kabul on  4 February. The Taleban 
proclamations create clamour but reflect more a propaganda than a military tactic. Mullah 
Dadullah, the head of the shura, the military council of the fundamentalists, announced that  
“6,000 Mujaheddin are ready for the spring campaign”. Other Taleban commanders have 
spoken of 10,000 men, including 2,000 potential suicide bombers, which were then reduced to a 
more realistic 200. Although these are unreliable numbers they should not, in any case, be taken 
lightly.  
Thanks mainly to American and English reinforcements, the international force in Afghanistan  
has grown to 45,000 men, the highest number since 2001, when the Taleban regime fell. Some 
24,000 American soldiers are taking part in the Enduring Freedom mission and they make up 
almost one-third of the 33,000 soldiers engaged in the ISAF operation, led by NATO. However, 
Anthony H. Cordesman, an analyst at the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) 
in Washington, maintains in a detailed report on Afghanistan that between a troop increase of 
between 10% and 25% is needed for a period of five to ten years.  
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It is no surprise then that the new American commander of the ISAF mission is attempting a 
more aggressive approach with heavy offensives being carried out along the border with 
Pakistan, where the Talebans and the Al Qaeda followers filter back into the country. In recent 
months, the Americans have criticised the policy of the British to reach short and long-term 
agreements with the tribal elders in the contested zones in order to counter Taleban influence. 
The case of Musa Qala, a town in the province of Helmand, infested with Talebans, has shown 
the limits of this truce policy.  
At the start of February the Talebans re-occupied this town, even though the elders had 
guaranteed, in October last, a truce that provided for the retreat of both the fundamentalists and 
the British soldiers that were patrolling the zone.  
The problem is that the practice of compromise has been part of Afghan history over the past 
twenty-five years. The tribal elders in the provinces of Paktia, Khost, Paktika, on the border 
with Pakistan, Logar, Ghazni and Wardak, met in Kabul to propose negotiations with the 
principal leaders of the hostile forces, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Jalaluddin Haqqani and Mullah 
Omar. 
Not surprisingly, NATO has launched operation Achille with 4,500 soldiers from the alliance 
and 1000 Afghan soldiers right in the province of Helmand, where the Talebans have their 
strongholds, so as to retake control of some strategic areas. The objective is not only a military 
one, rather it aims to create a safe territory for CIMIC operations and for the reconstruction 
necessary if the task of “winning the minds and hearts of the Afghans” is to be realized. The 
Dutch general, Ton van Loon, commander of the Southern front, declared that “Achille is 
achieving positive results. Our efforts are reducing the Talebans’ fighting capacities”. In 
addition, attempts to send reinforcements from Pakistan, including dozens of Arabs linked to Al 
Qaeda, appeared to have been blocked.  
In any case, the Afghan challenge is not only an internal one. As the Secretary General of Nato, 
Jaap De Hoop Scheffer, declared during his recent visit to Kabul: "Whether we like it or not ... 
Afghanistan is the last line of defence in the battle against those that wish to destroy our 
societies”. Standing beside Afghan president, Hamid Karzai, De Hoop Scheffer added: "If we 
are not successful in Afghanistan, we will pay price at home when they attack us in Holland, 
Belgium, the United Kingdom, just as they did in the United States”.  
 
Talebans are reemerging in the western zones under Italian command  
In the last ten days of March, Italian soldiers employed in western Afghanistan suffered three 
attacks. The first two took place in the Farah province, where the soldiers are taking part in a 
“sealing” operation aimed at blocking Taleban infiltrations from the South. The third took place 
in the Shindand region, eighty kilometres from Herat.  
That the first two attacks took place in the same zone shows that the Taleban are attempting to 
reemerge not only in the South but also in Farah, the Southernmost province of the Western 
sector under Italian administration, inhabited by a majority of Pasthun, from which most of 
Mullah Omar’s followers are traditionally drawn.   
A dozen serious attacks and bombings took place in the Farah province in January and 
February. The bloodiest was on 12 March when a remote-controlled bomb blew up the vehicles 
which were carrying a local district police chief and nine agents. There were no survivors. The 
Taleban’s preferred targets are Afghan police or members of the Ana, the Afghan army, which 
is still in its early stages of formation. The fundamentalists concentrate their attacks on isolated 
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road blocks or else they make use of kamikaze terrorists. The districts most at risk are Bala 
Buluk, Delaram and Bakwa, which was occupied two months ago for a day by three hundred 
heavily armed Talebans. Another target is the strategic road from Kandahar, former spiritual 
capital of the Talebans, to Herat, where the Italian command is located. In the second last week 
of March, ten incidents were reported there involving the Talebans, an increase on the previous 
week.  
Sources on the ground claim that the fundamentalists are infiltrating the Farah province from 
nearby Helmand, where NATO’s Achille operation is showing its first results. The Talebans are 
using typical guerrilla warfare tactics, doubling back into Helmand to wait for the offensive to 
pass and retreating into the nearby provinces, starting with Farah. The Italian mission is 
working to block these infiltrations and as a result the risk of attacks has increased. Sources on 
the ground also point out that the fleeing Talebans could also take up position in the Ghor 
province, which is also under Italian command, but where the presence of the Afghani security 
forces is much thinner.  
The most recent attack took place further North in the Herat province. This is the Shindand area 
where a large former Soviet air base, now occupied by the Americans, is to be found, near the 
Iran border. 
Up till a few years ago it was a battle zone for the local warlords because it is seen as a sort of 
border between the area under Tajik and Shiite control and that run by the Sunnis Pasthuns, the 
ethnic group from which the Talebans are drawn.  
Recent intelligence suggests that the Talebans are gaining strength in this area but the problem 
is that the attack shows that there is a risk that the threat may move further North  towards the 
provincial capital of Herat.  
 
Peace conference with the Talebans  
The Afghan government has ruled out the proposal to include “moderate” Talebans at an 
international conference on Afghanistan. The refusal came from foreign affairs minister, Rangin 
Dadfar Spanta, who explained: “In so far as they are a political and military entity, I cannot 
identify moderate and non-moderate Talebans”, such a distinction “is an invention of those who 
do not know Afghanistan”.  
Afghan president, Hamid Karzai, did, however, admit, that contacts between government 
officers and members of the Talebans have been taking place for some time. He himself met 
with some of Mullah Omar’s followers and stated that “the Talebans are sons of this land. If 
they repent and want to return to be part of this country they are welcome”. In practice, the 
Talebans should give up their arms, break their links with Pakistan and with Al Qaeda if they 
wish to seriously negotiate with the government.  
Spanta, on the other hand, gave a tough reply to German radio and television after Kurt Beck, 
the leader of the SPD which is part of the broad coalition governing Germany, had proposed 
inviting “moderate Talebans to an international conference to be held in Germany. Beck, on a 
visit to the German troops in Afghanistan, hypothesized a conference with the Taleban along the 
lines of the 2002 Bonn meeting following the collapse of Mullah Omar’s regime.  
“We have been looking for moderate Talebans in Afghanistan for a long time”, said Spanta 
yesterday, “but we cannot find them. If western politicians know them, they could provide us 
with the address and contacts so that we can talk to them”. It was no surprise that Spanta 
provided such a stern reply to Beck given that he had lived for many years in exile in Germany. 
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The future head of Afghan diplomacy fled the country during the Soviet invasion in the eighties 
and did not reenter until the fall of the Taleban regime. In German he taught at the scientific 
university  RWTH Aachen and was a member of the Green Party.   
Beck’s proposal coincided with six specially equipped German Tornados being sent to 
Afghanistan. They will not be used to drop bombs but to locate and take aerial photographs of 
Taleban hideaways. Berlin is also attempting to deal with having two German hostages in the 
hands of terrorists in Iraq who are calling for the withdrawal of the troops from Afghanistan. 
For this reason, Beck’s proposal was widely criticised by Chancellor Angela Merkel’s CDU 
party and won only tepid support from the Greens. 
Spanta is a Pasthun originally from Herat and is very close to the Afghan head of State, Hamid 
Karzai, who, before naming him as minister in 2006, had already made him presidential advisor 
for international affairs.  The claim that there are no moderate Talebans has long being made by 
the Tajik faction, heirs to the famous Commander, Ahmad Shah Massoud, killed by Al Qaeda 
two days before 11 September. Yunes Qanooni, today president of the parliament, and 
Amrullah Saleh, powerful head of the NDS, the Afghan secret services, are utterly opposed to 
the idea of an international peace conference with the Talebans. In reality, in October 2006, 
Karzai himself publicly invited Mullah Omar, the warlike leader of the Talebans, to give up 
arms and engage in talks for a settlement. The Taleban response to Karzai came from former 
spokesman, Mohammed Hanif, who was later arrested. He stated: “We have already explained 
our position with regard to eventual negotiation. No negotiation is possible as long as invaders 
(the NATO troops, ed) are in the country”.  
 

PAKISTAN 
Musharraf’s removal of the president of the supreme court is a boomerang  
Last March, Pakistan president, Pervez Musharraf, suffered one of his most serious political 
crises since taking power in a coup in 1999. Although now blowing over, this crisis is evidence 
of the beginning of an extremely difficult period leading up to the presidential elections which 
will soon be held as Musharraf’s mandate finishes in October.  
It all began on 9 March when Musharraf tried to force the resignation of Pakistan’s highest 
ranking judge, Iftikhar Mohammad Chaudhry, president of the High Court and final guarantor 
of judicial independence. With accusations of abuse of power and nepotism, the president, 
dressed in his general’s uniform, summoned the judge to a barracks in Rawalpindi and tried to 
force him into resigning. The judge refused and was taken away in a police car and later put 
under house arrest. The scene, which was filmed, was Musharraf’s first error. Broadcast on 
television, it provoked renewed criticism of the arrogance of the Pakistani military.  
Lawyers soon took to the streets to protest and police intervened heavy-handedly causing major 
damage to a television studio. The situation rapidly went out of control with the opposition 
strongly supporting the protests. Mass arrests and street violence shocked the country while 
Musharraf’s claims that there was plot to plunge the country into a worse crisis were largely 
ignored. The suspicion is that the president remove the “Chief justice” because he was afraid 
that he would oppose his recandidacy for the presidency while also retaining his position as 
head of the armed forces, a position he had promise to give up in an earlier political agreement 
which he broke.  
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Musharraf knows well that he cannot do this because if he lost control of the army he would risk 
having it against him in the future, perhaps stoked up by the radical Islamic elements that still 
hide within its ranks.  
In addition it seems that Chaudhry was about to ask the president to account for the 
disappearances since 2001 of at least 400 prisoners accused of terrorism, some of whom were 
handed over to the Americans or simply disappeared. 
“His invincibility was placed in doubt”, explained  Talat Masood, a former general who is 
critical of Musharraf. In any case, it is commonly believed among western diplomats that 
“Musharraf will emerge from this crisis weakened but not sufficiently to bring about the 
collapse of his government”.  
Some analysts like Ahmed Rashid maintain that the president is already a lame duck and that he 
will be unable to fulfil his aim of leading Pakistan for a further five years. For this reason it 
would be better if he honoured the promise made, when he took power in 1999, to hand back 
that power to civilian authorities.  
This exit strategy might also be supported by the United States which is by now convinced that 
Musharraf has done all he is capable of doing against the Talebans and the terrorists hidden 
within the tribal areas on the border with Afghanistan. The underlying strategy dilemma is that 
the alternatives to Musharraf are all weak at present. In addition, the obvious efforts of the 
religious parties to ride the tide of anti-Musharraf protest cause by the removal of the Chief 
Justice, are extremely dangerous.  
In reality, the President finds himself faced with two options: “More democracy or greater 
repression”. If he were to choose, as many hope, the first option, he would have to allow the 
leaders of the main opposition parties, Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif, to return to the 
country. It is no accident that secret contacts are maintained with Bhutto’s collaborators so as 
to reach a compromise or a future alliance with Musharraf in the name of the fight against 
Islamic extremism.  
Bhutto, in a recent interview, criticised the president for the Taleban renewal in Pakistan even 
though she was the one who originally allowed Mullah Omar’s movement take shape in the 
mid-nineties. In any case, these are smoke signals, mainly for the benefit of the Americans, in 
the light of the upcoming and crucial Pakistani presidential and parliamentary elections.  
 
Do the Pakistani secret services support the Talebans? 
At the beginning of January, the US intelligence “czar”, John Negroponte, later appointed as 
number two in the State Department, told a select committee of the American Senate that the 
leaders of Al Qaeda are well hidden in the Pakistani tribal zone on the Afghan border. Without 
naming Osama bin Laden or Ayman Al Zawahiri, the former head of the US secret services, 
underlined that “they are forging, from their safe haven in Pakistan, strong operative links and 
connections with similar groups throughout the Middle East, North Africa and Europe”. 
Following the arrests, the carefully executed air raids and the taking apart of various cells, the 
terror network is now attempting to regroup in the sanctuary offered by the treacherous 
Pakistani tribal zone.  
Al Qaeda is reorganising in the tribal area between Pakistan and Afghanistan, setting up a 
series of small training camps  and a strengthened command and operational structure. In 
Northern Waziristan, several new Al Qaeda bases have been identified including one which 
trains volunteers capable of launching attacks well beyond nearby Afghanistan. This camp is 
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full of aspiring terrorists with British passports and is evidence that Al Qaeda has never given 
up on its policy of carrying out spectacular attacks in the heart of the West.  
Negroponte’s claims, along with those of a former Taleban spokesman who was captured earlier 
in the year by the Afghans, provoked an irate reaction from Islamabad and even the Pakistani 
president, Pervez Musharraf, entered the fray.  The general-head of state denied that Mullah 
Omar, leader of the Talebans, was hiding in Quetta, provincial capital of Baluchistan and he 
pointed out that Pakistan is doing more than any other country in the fight against Al Qaeda, 
with some thirty thousand military in service in the tribal areas and six hundred victims of the 
battles against the “misbelievers” as the Islamabad authorities call the foreign Jihadisti.  
The thorny issue of whether there is Pakistani collusion can be summarised in a single 
question: are the Islamabad intelligence agencies supporting the Islamic insurgents in 
Afghanistan? The New York Times tried to provide an answer with a detailed report from the 
tribal zones. Western diplomats in Pakistan and members of the opposition to Musharraf’s 
regime are convinced that the ISI has worked in favour of the “restoration” of the Talebans in 
the tribal zones since 2001, not only in the name of Islamic fervour but with the intention of 
strengthening its hand in order to increase pressure on the West.  
Quetta is without doubt one of the Talebans’ main bases and there is evidence that, at the very 
least, local authorities, dominated by the religious Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam party, are encouraging 
the regrouping of the Student Warriors. At the Jamiya Islamiya Koranic School, teachers invite 
their students to volunteer as “martyrs” for the holy war in Afghanistan, that is, to become 
kamikazes. The director of the madrassa does not deny that some of his students went to 
Afghanistan in  the name of the holy war. In the schoolyard, we find written: “Long life to 
Mullah Omar” and “Long life to Fazlur Rehman”, the Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam leader. His trusted 
followers regularly visit the madrassa. Maulawi Noor Muhammad, the religious party’s 
parliamentary representative for Baluchistan, claims that there is no longer any concrete aid 
offered to the Talebans, instead there is “moral support. We hope that we will be successful in 
throwing the foreign troops out of Afghan territory”.  
The New York Times has gathered various first-hand accounts from family members of 
Pashthun volunteers who enlisted with the neo-Talebans. Many of them were killed in battle 
while others blew themselves up in suicide attacks allowing themselves be filmed before their 
“martyrdom”.  
Although the ISI may not direct assist this recruitment drive, military intelligence is still fully 
aware of what is going on. The Talebans and the religious parties whose main links remain in 
Pakistan, often employ ISI officers on leave who, for years, have worked on the Afghan dossier.  
The best-known is General Hamid Gul, who continues to publicly defend the support he gave 
the Talebans in the past  when he was head of the ISI. He is also suspected of financing and 
recruiting volunteers for the holy war for Afghanistan.  
 
The first local reactions against foreign militants in Waziristan  
In March, South Waziristan, which is part of the tribal area between Pakistan and Afghanistan, 
was thrown into turmoil by violent battles between the local tribes and foreign militants linked 
with Al Qaeda. The Pakistani authorities say that this is the first concrete result of a policy 
aimed at fomenting resistance in the Pasthun communities to to the foreigners who fled in 2001 
after the fall of Taleban Afghanistan. A re-edition of the old “divide et impera” British colonial 
policy.  
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The stand-offs, which began on 6 March and still have not been quelled, have been intense and 
bloody, causing some 160 deaths. A local former Taleban commander, Mullah Nazir, who has 
forged close links with the Islamabad government warned the numerous Uzbek militants in the 
area to lay down their arms.  
Their response was rapid and a brutal battle broke out which continued, on and off, throughout 
March. The Uzbeks are led by the wanted Tahir Yuldashev, leader of the Islamic movement 
faithful to Osama bin Laden and associated with Al Qaeda. The real result of this battle is still 
not clear but it is undoubtedly the first time, since last September’s agreements between the 
Pasthun tribal chiefs and  Islamabad, that there has been such a strong reactions against the 
foreign intruders who were treated as guests in 2001.  
In another “hot” zone in the tribal area, the remote region of  Bajaur, around 350 exponents of 
the Tarkani tribe gathered in a Jirga, the traditional Pasthun assembly, and agreed to stop 
offering refuge to the foreign militants. From Bajaur, Arab extremists come and go into the 
Afghani province of Kunar and launch attacks against the American troops that are part of the 
international coalition. The Americans launched an air raid in the same region in January aimed 
at eliminating the number two in Al Qaeda, Ayman al Zawahiri. He escaped unharmed but 18 
people, including civilians, were killed in the attack.  
Meanwhile, on 10 March, Osama bin Laden turned 50, that is, if he is still alive, and the Tale-
bans nested in Pakistan dedicated a day of prayer to him. Western Intelligence services are 
convinced that the tribal area on the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan will be “the 
field of battle against terrorism in the years to come”.  
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AFRICA: A CONTINENT BETWEEN REGIONAL CRISES AND TERRORISTS ATTACKS 
Maria Egtizia Gattamorta 

 
In recent years, numerous studies conducted by the United Nations and the World Bank 
highlighted the fact that conflicts in the African continent have been dropping in number: from 
16 conflicts in 2002 up to just 5 in 2006. However, such reduction should not deceive: even 
though the intensity has been varied, clashes still represent a serious risk of destabilization for 
the entire continent and the spread of violence between single areas might cause a domino 
effect. It is now clear that internal destructive dynamics are directly related to international 
destabilizing plans.  
The crisis in Sudan and Somalia continue to be on the front line, also because on one side this 
involves Chad and the Central African Republic; on another side, it compromises the already 
difficult equilibrium reached so far in Ethiopia, Eritrea, Uganda and Kenya.  
The situation has actually deteriorated, despite all attempts made by the executives of the 
African Union and by local regional organizations in recent months to make believe that the 
situation has witnessed some improvement.  
The Ivory Coast situation seems to be an exception. In early March the government of Abidjan 
stopped the bloody conflict which started in September 2002 by thus putting at high risk the 
Western area, once considered to be the most stable and the most prosperous in the continent. 
Many shadowy areas still compose the background of the continent (North Africa, the Sahel 
strip and the Horn of Africa), where connections between local extremist groups and al-Qaeda 
have become more evident (in Algeria the transformation of the “Salafist Group for Call and 
Combat” into the “al-Qaeda Organization in the Islamic Maghreb” is a clear sign of the will of 
the Algerian armed group to interpret Bin Laden's theories in the area).  
When can the Continent reach a peaceful equilibrium, even if, only apparent or homogeneous? 
How can the creation of AFRICOM set for the autumn of 2008 converge into this breathless 
search? Will it yet be another destabilizing element or it will truly guarantee better security in 
the area? 
Together with this brief preface, the following pages will discuss the main events which 
occurred during the early months of the year 2007. 
 
The VIII Summit of the African Union: real problems are still suspended 
The VIII Summit of the African Union (AU) was held in Addis Ababa on January 29th-30th. Its 
agenda discussed diverse themes: the creation of the United States of Africa, the resolution of 
the conflicts in the Ivory Coast, Somalia and Sudan, the causes behind the general strike in 
Guinea and their outcomes, the choice of a new rotating presidency, assignation of the new 
president for the commission (who will replace the resigning Alpha Oumar Conarè at the end of 
this year).    
The centrality of these issues made participants overlook discussions on the role of “Technology 
and scientific research for development”, nevertheless those on the effects of “climate change in 
Africa”, two key topics during the preparations of the meeting of African Head of States and 
Governors. 
The outcomes of this meeting offer diverse cues to reflect upon.  
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The choice of naming the Ghanaian Kufuor to guide the organization turned out to be smart and 
wise. Once again the Sudanese offer was turned down, since it was considered to be 
“encumbering”, due to the protraction of the Darfur drama (2,5 million refugees and 250,000 
killed in just 4 years, according to estimates by the international ONG). The 68 years old leader 
from Accra prevailed on prestigious rivals: Paul Kagame from Rwanda, Jakaya Kikwete from 
Tanzania and Girma Wolde-Giorgis from Ethiopia. The preference seems to be well planned 
and farsighted, considering the good economic and political performance a country like Ghana 
recorded in recent years, as also testified by the promotion it obtained from the Commission 
which supervises the African Peer Review Mechanism. 
The government of Sudan did not receive well the second postponement of its candidature for 
presidency, and attributed the final choice made by its African partners on strong external 
pressures. The summit’s work table was shaped by the following key topics: Chad’s decision of 
self isolation, the warning raised by a number of ONG partners operating in the humanitarian 
sector in the three Western regions of Darfur in addition to the polite but strong and clear 
criticisms made by Ban Ki-Moon the new secretary general of United Nations. The deployment 
of hybridized forces from the UN and AU remain in doubt despite of all insisting calls for it to 
occur. 
As for Somalia, all international pressures (the United States, the European Union and the Arab 
League), together with African solicitation, contributed in the proposal made by president Yusuf 
for a reconciliation national conference for Somaliai 
. 
The AMISOM (African Union Mission in Somalia) have so far obtained poor results. The 
AMISOM which deploys 4,000 men on the map (of which 1,400 Ugandan soldiers already 
operating) instead of the 8,000 peacekeepers considered to be indispensable in order to give a 
significant contribution on Somali territory. The commitment was taken by Uganda, Burundi, 
Nigeria and Malawi, but most probably they will be joined by troops from Ghana (in sight of 
the pan-African engagement in 2007-2008), Benin, Mozambique, Tanzania and Zambia.  
President Konarè has denounced the insufficient presence of means and men, accusing his 
African colleagues of their short sight and foreseen that today’s lack of generosity could imply 
dangerous risks for the entire continent in the upcoming future.  
South Africa’s refusal to participate in the mission does not seem to be sufficiently convincing: 
the Defence Minister justified his country’s decision by the fact that his national armed forces 
were already overburdened with engagements abroad.  
The calling of the “Group of the Five Sages” for the prevention of conflicts is yet an additional 
signal of the African Nations’ commitment (at least formally) to resolve local problems with the 
use of peaceful means.  
The trial stage for the African Union has nearly reached its conclusion. The VIII Summit calls 
upon all members of the organization to concretize their commitment.  

 
Sudan: a stalled phase in internal politics and dynamism in foreign politics 
The overall behaviour of the Khartoum executive seems to be increasingly ambiguous and 
contradictory. In January, it ordered new bombardments over Darfur2 while at the same time it 
undertook negotiations with the new Special Envoy to the United Nations, Jan Eliasson (former 
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Swedish Foreign Minister), with US (Andrei Natsios e Bill Richardson) and European 
representatives  
In addition to its support for the janjaweed, the El- Beshir’s government has also directly 
operated against Tina, Kounoi, Umbaru and El Geneina and explicitly violated the ceasefire. It 
justified such operation since it feared “probable attacks” by the rebels. Those that are 
considered to be preventative attacks by Sudan are nevertheless, unjustified actions by 
neighbouring countries and by the Secretary General of the United Nations Ban Ki-Moon. 
During a brief visit to Sudan, and prior to his participation at the VIII AU Summit, Ban Ki-
Moon called on the Head of States to adopt a “clear commitment” in accepting the deployment 
of a mixed force composed of 17,000 peacekeepers and 3,000 police men following the 
consignment of a “peace package” composed of 2,200 soldiers, 75 civilians and 700 police men.  
However until this day, his appeal has not obtained satisfying results. On the contrary, the 
situation on the borders and the internal situation are only deteriorating, as demonstrated by the 
increase of tension with neighbouring Chad (on early April).   
As a reply to the repeated criticisms coming from major international organizations and 
particularly from the American administration, the skilful Sudanese president will continue to 
oppose any manoeuvre that might imply foreign participation, since this is considered to be 
damaging for the central internal power and is seen as an instrument for infiltrations into the 
country, with the intention to overturn his local administration.  
In truth, the space for actions by the “international police” is quite evident, as seen on occasion 
of the presentation that showed proofs of the ongoing war crimes been committed in Darfur.  
According to what was illustrated by general attorney Luis Moreno Ocampo (February 27th), the 
atrocious crimes against the populations of the three Eastern States are quite demonstrable. The 
stall of internal politics together with incapacity to reach a satisfying solution for the Arab and 
African populations is set in contrast to the dynamic foreign politics adopted by the government 
of Khartoum.  
In fact, unusual alliances, considered to be “dangerous” by Western diplomacies have been 
strengthened: not only that with China (the early February visit of president Hu Jintao was an 
occasion to set the base for some collaboration efforts), but also that with Iran. 
The visit paid by Iranian President, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to Sudan on February 28th -March 
1st caused a big fuss. What emerged from the summit is their common vision on a number of 
topics like their common fights against the “American enemy” and against the “Zionist regime”.  
The Government of Khartoum is committed to stand with Teheran’s nuclear weapon 
programme for peaceful use and in exchange of total support to “continue the walk towards 
unity, reconciliation and peace.” The meetings concluded with the signature of seven 
agreements in the sectors of industry, environment, science and culture. 
What could the strengthening of the triangulation imply throughout a long period of time? Can 
oil (according to many experts the Darfur region has huge reserves) and the interests 
correlated to it, effectively have the power to trample on all humanitarian rights? Isn’t it about 
time for Europe to use a different measure of judgement towards the choices of the Khartoum 
government?  
Could be another Sudanese joke, the recently decision on accepting the "UN Peace Support 
Package” (12th  April)? Does el Bashir buy time and diplomatic advantage? 
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Certainly the first step for change should be done by the United Nations: only a strong position 
taken by Ban Ki-Moon can result as effective for the ongoing situation. If he is to follow Kofi 
Annan’s path this could only mean diluting in time violent acts and consolidating in Sudan the 
conviction of the concept of supremacy judgement against international rights.  

 
Somalia: history repeats itself  
A political fragmentation, accentuated and involutional, in which the power is subdivided by 
clans (Hawiye, Darod, Isaq, Rahanweyn, and Diir) and sub-clans. This is the worrisome Somali 
scenario, where the first Ugandan soldiers already operate.  
In the early days of April 2007 these soldiers substituted the Ethiopian troops under the insignia 
of the African Union, for the AMISOM mission. 
In recent weeks, as was expected, accidents and attacks were multiplied in different centres, like 
Mogadishu, Kisimayo and Beledwyne. The numbers are quite tragic: according to sources to the 
United Nations nearly 124,000 people have left the capital since February and the casualties are 
over a 1,000. 
Despite the return of the presidential institutions to Mogadishu, the country finds itself in a 
situation of total insecurity. According to Ismail Hurra Buba (acting foreign minister of the 
transitional government) some members of Al-Qaeda are behind the daily attacks. In recent 
months, Al-Qaeda resurfaced in the country, thanks to hegemony of the Islamic Courts3 which 
started last year. 
Is this just a simple alarm to attract international aide or is it the announcement of an imminent 
risk? Can this be wake up call for the international community to accept positions taken by 
Yusuf and Gedi? They would exclude the Courts’ moderate representatives (particularly that of 
Sheik Sharif Sheikh Ahmed) from participating at the Reconciliation Conference, that was 
initially supposed to take place on April 16th 2007 but then postponed for the end of May and – 
according to the latest news- have been procrastinated for the middle of June. 
If on one hand the surprise visit by the Assistant Secretary of State, Jendayi Frazer, to Baidoa 
and that of the American ambassador in Kenya, Michel Renerberger, on April 7th , were 
intended to be a call for convergence and conciliation, on the other hand it was an occasion to 
warn all operating forces in the territory on the consequences of complicating the deployment 
process of African peacekeepers.  
This same steadfast stance was confirmed by the American responsible for African Affairs 
during the meeting held by the International Contact Group4 in Cairo (April 8th ). Frazer 
declared that: “spoilers should refrain from making the situation in Somalia unstable”.5 
The most fearful element here could be an eventual power void, that can generate from the 
withdrawal of Ethiopian forces, as underlined by the Norwegian representative also in Cairo. 
The Somali situation today is as delicate as ever: agreements reached between hawiye and 
Ethiopian forces with a truce reached (April 2nd-5th) were not recognized by the Transition 
Government which – being the official executive- considers itself to be the holder and the only 
force authorized to sign agreements; the hawiye clan (who constitutes the major clan by 
number) refuse to give away power in favour of the Darod clan (whose exponents are part of 
president’s Yusuf and Prepier Gedi’s administration); the number of African troops engaged in 
the AMISOM is far more inferior to what is needed by the African Union; the Americans and 
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the Europeans seem to be united in requesting the involvement of moderate exponents of the 
Islamic Courts, but are -by fact- divided (once again) in giving full support from that process.  
Despite all external pressures, what is more evident is that the executive group has no intentions 
whatsoever to launch an inclusive dialogue process, not even with the most moderate exponents 
of the Islamic Courts. 
The most immediate risk is that of creating a spiral of violence, of reproducing a new “African 
Iraq”, where dialogue is substituted by mortar blows, by rockets and Kalashnikov shots (as 
demonstrated during the recent April clashes). 
The Somali fragmentation scene is renown…if the actual situation remains frozen as it is, 
Somalia risks to become the paradise and the link road for terrorist groups operating in the 
continent, since they will be certain to act freely without the control of effective and strong State 
institutions.  
 
Ivory Coast: the war is over 
The signing of the Ouagadougou agreement on March 4th between Laurent Gbagbo (Ivorian 
president in charge) and Guillaume Soro (the secretary general of the New Forces) could 
represent a definitive turning point for peace efforts and return to normality in Ivory Coast. 
It is also thanks to the discrete but efficient mediation of the president of Burkina Faso, Blaise 
Compaorè, these two parties who have been in war since 2002 reached an agreement to respect 
reciprocal sovereignty and territorial integrity and will be committed to guarantee free 
democratic and transparent elections by the end of 2007.  
The document which is articulated into 8 parts ( general identification of the population, 
electoral process, national forces for defence and security; restoration of State authority; 
measures aimed for the consolidation of national reconciliation, of peace, of security and free 
circulation of goods and people; following mechanisms; final dispositions) also proposes: the 
formation of a new government within five weeks from signing the executive, a quick solution 
for problems regarding voters identification, the launch of the electoral process, the restoration 
of the National Armed Forces with the integration of the rebel forces. As for what concerns the 
suppression of the “buffer zone”, set between the Northern area6and the Southern area (where 
7800 UN peacekeepers and 3500 men of the Licorne operation are stationed), it is expected to 
be substituted by a “green line” with observation posts that will be entrusted to “impartial 
forces”, which number will be gradually reduced every couple of months until its total 
extinction. 
The naming of Soro as the new Prime Minister on March 27th did not provoke particular uproar, 
since this was already known as a conditio sine qua non in order to reach an agreement among 
all parts. What instead raised numerous criticisms was the formation of the new executive on 
April 7th; this was perceived by the population as a partition of power (the new executive is 
composed of 11 ministers belonging to the Ivorian Popular Front, 7 representatives of the New 
Forces, 5 members of the Rally of Republicans and 5 delegates from the democratic party).  
However, the signature of the final document  for the concrete abolition of the “buffer zone” on 
April 11th received appraisals. The document foresees the elimination of this zone as soon as 
April 16th. The creation of the “green line” patrolled by mixed forces (army and rebels), instead 
of foreign troops represents a tangible sign of the commitment taken by all parts.  
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Charles Konan Benny7 exited, in total silence, the political scene. The man who governed the 
country in recent months -between lights and shadows- towards this finishing line, is not 
included in the new government. 
His main responsibilities were the total flatness with which he followed the players, his inability 
to take courageous decisions -even if unpopular- that have gave a boost to the peace process, in 
addition to the total incompetence he demonstrated in managing the toxic wastes scandal of last 
summer8. 
For all those involved, the Agreement was considered as “a far good political compromise” 
with no winners or losers.   
The only loser however is an external player. The government of Paris was excluded from the 
final phase; it seems in fact, that France did not succeed – despite continued interferences – in 
obtaining the complete ousting of Gbagbo from the Ivorian political arena. 
Direct negotiations started on February 2007, when all experts were already in despair in order 
to reach a mid term effective conclusion, brought about an unexpected result and this is seen as 
a good auspice for an endogenous resolution of most African problems.  
What is left to be seen is how long will it take for the Country to rise again from its ashes. 
 
Green light granted to AFRICOM: the US demonstrate their interest in Africa 
On February 6th 2007, the US Secretary of Defence Robert Gates made public President’s Bush 
intentions to create a military commando specifically for Africa (AFRICOM), in occasion of an 
audition with a Senate Commission. According to official sources, the aim of the Republican 
administration is that of developing a more integrated and efficient approach towards a 
continent, that is too exposed to contaminated terrorist risks with Islamic imprint.   
In fact, the Pan Sahel Initiative (PSI)9 and the Trans-Sahel Counter Terrorism Initiative 
(TSCTI)10 do not seem any longer sufficient to stem the increasing risk factors for the stability 
in the region. It is also too dangerous and reductive to leave the Continent’s under the crossed 
control of the three Central American commands (CENTCOM), European (EUCOM) and the 
Pacific (PACOM). 
AFRICOM’s (its official headquarters are yet to be announced) objective is that to avoid 
overlapping of roles and data dispersion but even more that to coordinate operations in the 
Central strip of Africa.  
Both Somalia and Sudan are still considered as the two black holes, which could diffuse 
destabilizing elements into neighbouring regions and thus put in serious risk the American 
energetic interests. Ethiopia can not manage by itself all local emergencies despite of all efforts 
made by Zenawi, considered to be one of the most trustful African partners. 
Anchoring of the US presence will play a double role: a deterrent one and a tangible element of 
the American interests towards Africa, even though many experts remain quite sceptic and 
consider the American choice to be a serious error, destined to negatively change relations with 
the United States and local equilibrium. 
 
North Africa: several “recipes” to confront the terrorist emergency  
Despite all efforts made by the Maghreb nations, the terrorism phenomenon in North Africa is 
dangerously growing on expense of stability in the entire area.  
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In fact, the tight internal control that took place in recent years turned out to be insufficient; the 
political choice of openness ( the national reconciliation process in Algeria or Morocco’s 
amnesties) did not concretize a dialogue between the executive and the Islamic forces at the 
opposition;  requests for external help (through funds and collaborations between intelligence 
services) were only partially received by Western governments and their outcome was 
insufficient; the inter-regional agreements have not been very operative. According to many 
experts, the responsibility of what is going on should be attributed to the total lack of a regional 
agreement between the police forces and the ministries dedicated to national security.  
The terrorist attacks that occurred between March and April in Algeria and Morocco11 brought 
to surface the weaknesses of the executing governments, mostly they have put a warning on the 
network of contacts and bases that al-Qaeda have created in the Northern regions of the African 
continent, that could be used for attacking neighbouring European nations.   
 The transformation of the Salafist Group for Call and Combat into “the Al-Qaeda Organization 
in the Islamic Maghreb” is a clear signal of the will of the Algerian armed group to become the 
interpreter of Bin Laden’s theories in the region. If this group is to be effectively or operatively 
joined by other groups (like the Jihadia Salafiya from Morocco, the Libyan Islamic Fighting 
Group, the Jihad Islamic Group from Tunisia), the danger the region is facing is quite alarming. 
A danger that can easily transform into coordinate actions across the Mediterranean.  
How to react when faced by such a spread of the terrorist phenomenon? Certainly what has been 
done so far is not enough. The bilateral agreement between Tunisia and Algeria, made public on 
March 6th , was  addressed to increase military cooperation and exchange of information, but 
still this too little on regard to what the real needs are; the availability offered by the King of 
Morocco to host the base for the American Commando in the continent (AFRICOM) is not 
enough; the choice made by Egypt’s president Hosni Mubarak who promoted a popular 
referendum on March 26th to riddle the amendment of 34 articles of the constitution (already 
approved by the parliament on March 19th), appears to be an extreme manoeuvre to block 
actions by the Muslim Brotherhood and avoid their candidature for the upcoming elections.   
It is quite clear that the root to the problem is none of the above: risk of terrorism is much 
stronger in areas where corruption, bad government and sectarian religious sentiment prevail.  
For the extreme attempts made by the ruling elité currently ruling the Maghreb to succeed, 
these should be coordinated with foreign economic aide and well planned actions, both with 
their European and American partners but above all they must delegitimize fundamentalism and 
should promote more social stability and gather deep consensus from the social base. 
For any action to succeed it is opportune to identify the enemy with clarity and set a code of 
behaviour. On that regard the appeal of the third Euro-Mediterranean Assembly of Tunis 
(March 16th ) must be read: it promotes the organization of an international conference under 
the aegis of the United Nations in order to elaborate a universal conduct code against 
terrorism. 
However, this is still not enough: “a clenching action” is necessary. Combined soft power and 
hard power operations should be used, a wide space must be left for training and for local 
formation of the armed forces and local police.   
In fact, the continuation of the Pan Sahel Initiative (PSI)12 and the Trans-Sahel Counter 
Terrorism Initiative (TSCTI)13 in addition to other combined exercises, can give results only if 
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the local population completely assimilate the risks they run if they offer- more or less 
knowingly- to cover or give support to operations by armed terrorist groups. 
 
 
 
                                                 
i The first informal encounters were held in February, the following ones were supposed to be held by 
mid April but then they were postponed to May. Following the violent clashes occurred at the end of 
March- early April the talks might again be postponed to 14th June. 
2 Early this year the Sudanese Antonov bombed many villages: Bamina and Gadir (January 5th ),  Anka 
(January 16th ), Korma (January 19th ), and finally the area around Kutum (January 20th ). 
3 The Islamic Courts were in power from June 2006 to December 2006. 
4 The International Contact Group consists of representatives from Norway, Sweden, Italy, Tanzania, the 
UK, the USA, the EU; the AU, the IGAD,  the Arab League and the UN join as observers; 
5 Also the State Department spokesman Sean McCormack had said one week before that “the United 
States is looking at the next diplomatic steps (…) there are a number of different diplomatic levers that 
are at our disposal, including bilateral sanctions and multilateral sanctions “ (2nd April). 
6  In the last 4 years, the Northern area was controlled by the insurgents and the Southern area was 
controlled by the executive. 
7 The former governor of BCEAO- Banque Centrale des Etats de l’Afrique de l’Ouest named in the 
autumn of 2005 (conformed to the Security Council resolution n.1633). 
8 The reference is the discharge of wastes in front of the Ivorian coasts by the Greek owned ship, “Probo 
Koala”, with a Panama flag and Russian crew. According to official sources all operations to empty the 
cistern were authorized and this lead to the intoxication of nearly 18,000 people. 
9An initiative launched in favour of Chad, Niger, Mali, and Mauritania at the end of 2002. 
10The TSCTI foresees the expansion of the PSI in Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal and Tunisia. 
11 The incident occurred in an Internet Café in Casablanca, where the attacker, Abdelfattah Randi, died before 
detonating the bomb (March 11th );  three other attackers exploded themselves in Casablanca (April 10th ); the 2  
terrorists attacks in Algeria (April 11th) which left 33  people killed and 222 wounded;  yet again another attack in 
Casablanca (April 14th). 
12 Initiative launched in favour of Chad, Niger, Mali, and Mauritania  by the end of 2002. 
13 The TSCTI foresees the expansion of the PSI ad Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal e Tunisia. 
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THE COMPETITION OF LEVIATHANS 
Nunziante Mastrolia 

 
Following the fall of the Soviet Union in the nineties, many were those who interpreted efforts 
that brought about the devolution of competences from the State into the Regions and towards 
supranational organisms as an unstoppable trend. For many, such devolution efforts would 
have represented the end of the State concept and thus would have implied its definite 
disappearance.    
The terrorist attacks on September 11th prompted the resurfacing of security emergency and this 
brought back to the international spotlight the concept of State with its primogenial functions: 
defense and security. Devolution tendencies are still very much present in Europe and the 
United States on both Regional and international organizations level but almost absent in Asia. 
In fact, also according to Robert Cooper1, Asia remains to be the hub of Hobbesian State, an 
arena in which the Leviathans compete.     
In recent months, increasing competition was repeatedly highlighted even though characterized 
with hopes for cooperation.  
In fact this seems, to gather all the symptoms of a security dilemma, which might quickly lead 
to a race for armaments. If correlated, some events which occurred in the months of January, 
February and March 2007, can clearly give way to an escalation of tension: on January 9th the 
Ministry of Defense was re-constituted in Tokyo, on January 11th the Government of Beijing 
performed its first anti-satellite missile test. On January 18th air Marshal Sashi Tyagi, General 
Staff commander of the Indian Air Force announced that his country intends to equip itself with 
a strategic spatial defense command in order to forestall “eventual threats from space” and on 
March 4th Beijing announced additional increase on Defense expenses. In the mean time race to 
arm India has started following the green light given to agreements regarding civil nuclear 
cooperation  
 
India being armed 
With the conclusion of the procedure for the confirmation of the civil nuclear cooperation 
between the Governments of Washington and New Delhi, India marked its official investiture as 
a trustful strategic ally for all countries that have close relations with the United States. 
Such investiture is achieved through the legitimacy to proceed with weapons supply and 
correlated technology to satisfy New Delhi’s aspirations; aspirations that could mark a 
continuous raise in tension level, now that India’s status as a “power” has been acknowledged 
and is not any longer on the margins of the international community. The political imperative 
for Manmohan Singh is to conquer global and regional relevance for his country, and thus claim 
in primis the right to control the Indian Ocean (giving a halt to the Chinese ambitions)2; in 
addition to strengthen its military forces and a competitive defense industry. 
Those ambitions are also justified by the intense cooperation with Washington. In fact, the 
agreement satisfies India’s hunger for energy, but it also puts it in the condition to acquire 
nuclear arsenal within a decade which will probably become, due to its quantity and advanced 
missile technology, the World’s third nuclear power right after the United States and Russia.3 
The green light given for the sale of weapons to New Delhi, even before becoming an economic 
importance for bidder countries, has therefore a very strong political value in that it constitutes a 
full guaranty for the country’s aspirations. Such principle was also expressed by the American 
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Secretary of State when he confirmed his country’s commitment to help India “to become a 
major world power”. 
The American aide was concretized immediately after President Bush signed the agreement. On 
January 16th the Indian navy took possess of the USS Trenton landing platform dock (LPD), and 
renamed it as INS Jalashva (Hippopotamus) and will be integrate it in the Eastern Naval 
Command of the Indian Navy. This acquisition represents the first transfer of weapon systems 
from the US to India and will guarantee an improvement in their ability to move troops and 
equipments within long distances and nevertheless major capability in projecting power from 
the sea. India also bought four Mk8 landing means and six H-3 Sea King helicopters which will 
constitute the ship’s equipment.   
The new ship for displacement will be the Indian Navy second vessel after the air carrier 
Vikram and this should constitute a first step towards the creation of a force that has the ability 
to project itself over the entire basin of the Indian Ocean. A second step is represented by the 
availability, even though still informal, expressed by the Lokheed Martin to sell the Aegis 
system (the most advanced mechanism for aero-naval control available today) to the Indian 
navy. The Aegis system has been so far sold to Spain, Norway, Australia, South Korea and 
Japan.  
 
India has additionally launched a contest for the supply of 126 military fighters for an estimated 
value of circa 10 billion dollars for which the possible bidder will soon be revealed, as 
announced by the Indian Minister of Defense A.K. Antony during the opening ceremony of the 
aeronautic saloon in Bangalore. India, which already has one of the world’s most equipped air 
forces plans to substitute the Old Russian Mig 21-s together with the British Jaguar. The mega 
contract attracts huge names such as the European cooperative Eads (with the participation of 
Finmeccanica) with Euro fighter, the French Dassault with Rafale, Boeing with F/A-18E/F, 
Lockheed Martin with F-16, Russia with MiG-35 and the Swedish Saab with the Gripen. 
In order to win the bid, Boeing offered to jointly produce in India the F-18 Super Hornet. If 
such agreement is to be concluded, India will become the world’s first country other than, 
naturally, the United States to produce F-18s. Two additional proposals were advanced: the C-
17 by Boeing and the Globemaster III by Lockheed Martin. India’s acquisition of one of the two 
aircrafts could yet be a further indication of a significant ability the country has in projecting 
itself within the international context.  
Those are the cases that explain better the ongoing situation. India is in the midst of a process of 
military modernization which, economically speaking can result in the acquisition of billions of 
dollars. The magnitude of such modernization programme was tangibly perceptible during the 
7th Aero India 2007 show where more than 400 companies in the sector exposed their products. 
But this process is not all about acquisitions, India is also committed in establishing its own 
Defense industry and it is particularly capable to construct its own multiple role jet fighters that 
can compete on international level. This is why the Boeing bid seems to be of significant 
importance.  
American expectations are quite high ( despite of some denials4) in expecting India to exchange 
the same availability the government of Washington offered when it acknowledged India’s 
status as a nuclear power by thus accepting the offers of one of the American defense industries.    
The role that India could play on the international scene depends very much on the country that 
could win the bid to supply it with 126 jet fighters. There is already a wide debate on how to 
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decipher the possibilities on how the Indian-American relations might evolve in the upcoming 
future. Precisely the debate is on the possibility of whether India might become a new England 
in Asia, in being a faithful ally of the United States, a trustful partner in the fight against 
terrorism and an “apostle” in the liberalization of commerce, or a new France which shares 
Washington’s values of a mutual civilization but always available in pursuing its own national 
interests even on expense of the American interests in the region5. 
 
The Spatial Strategic Defense Command  
With the Indian Government’s decision to establish an aerospace command, the India Air Force 
will have the instruments to go beyond the defense of its country’s air space and its borders by 
being able to protect its own national interests even in the outer space.  
This is quite explicit in the words of India’s Chief of Air Staff Shashi P Tyagi: “The Indian Air 
Force is in the process of establishing an aerospace command to exploit outer space by 
integrating its capabilities,” and he added that the training of “a core group of people for the 
aerospace command” is already taking place. 
Tyagi described India as "an aerospace power having trans-oceanic reach"6, and this is why his 
Country has the necessity to quickly establish a strategic command for it to proceed with spatial 
exploration and to protect its assets in the orbit of strategic relevance for national defense. The 
announcement made by the Chief of Air Staff cannot not be put in correlation with the Chinese 
Anti-Satellite Test (ASAT), which showed progresses made with an asymmetric strategy of 
space-denial. The test has made China the third country after the United States and Russia to be 
able to strike targets in the open space. On the contrary this can be read as India’s reaction to 
Beijing’s new capacities. It is now sufficiently clear that if Beijing is in the position to threaten 
Indian orbital infrastructures, the Government of New Delhi should make sure to have all the 
necessary instruments needed to protect its own assets in space.7 
Preparations for establishing an Indian command go back to the late nineties (according to some 
observers India has still a long way to achieve this)8, a period when New Delhi’s spatial 
program became quite significant and when the national economy became increasingly 
dependent on the satellite communication system. The Indian space assets are quite numerous, 
and by taking into consideration its national ambitions to expand the spatial programme by 
reaching their first human mission into space (planned for 2014), conquer the moon (planned for 
2020)9, those orbiting infrastructures will become of fundamental importance. From a military 
point of view those assets are of also of vital importance since they are an essential part of the 
national defense system. "Much of the country's defense operations are space-based sensors 
and depend on space-based surveillance, reconnaissance and tracking". Not only: "For an 
assured second-strike capability, satellites are required to guide India's ballistic missiles. An 
assured retaliatory nuclear strategy should have effectiveness and credibility. India's satellites 
are thus the most vital assets in space-based tracking, reconnaissance missions that ensure the 
effectiveness and credibility of the nuclear deterrent, and hence their need for protection is 
indispensable."10 
In a classical situation of security emergency the display of Chinese capacities with ASAT 
technologies will therefore push the government of New Delhi to equip itself with the 
technology that can guarantee the security of its spatial assets. Despite of the long way yet to be 
covered it is predictable for the Indian Government to decide into taking more concrete steps in 
assuring itself being capable of space-control.11 
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The “Pacific Alliance” 
Despite of official declarations and denials, it seems quite clear that there is concern for the 
greater Chinese assertiveness in the Region that also pushes the United States, Japan and 
Australia to strengthen their own ties. 
It is within this context that the declarations made by vice-President Cheney, during his visits to 
Japan and Australia, has to be interpreted: “last month's anti-satellite tests, China's continued 
fast- paced military build-up, are less constructive and are not consistent with China's stated 
goal of a 'peaceful rise”12. 
A Pacific alliance is in fact becoming more tangible. It is a strategic triangle which was 
additionally strengthened on March 13th when for the first time Japan and Australia signed a 
security and cooperation pact  which foresees the establishment of joint anti-terrorist and 
peacekeeping operations, interventions in case of natural disasters, the pact also involves joint 
military exercises. The words pronounced by the Australian Prime Minister John Howard: “We 
are great Pacific democracies. Australia has no better friend or more reliable partner within the 
Asia-Pacific region than Japan”13, can only confirm this theory. Such agreement don’t create 
obligatory bonds so as the treaty of ANZUS, (Australia, New Zealand, and United States 
Security Treaty) or the 1951 treaty on security between the United States and Japan.  
If the Chinese reaction towards the Japanese-Australian appeared to have been contained14, 
criticisms for the sale of missile systems to Taipei were much stronger. In fact, Chen Shui-bian, 
had American assurances for the sale of missile systems for a value of 421 million dollars for 
buying 218 Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air missiles and Maverick missiles that “would 
help Taiwan modernize its armed forces and enhance its defense ability to counter air and 
ground threats" and “will help improve the security of the recipient and assist in maintaining 
political stability, military balance, and economic progress in the region"15. Beijing’s official 
reply was brusque: "we solemnly demand the leader of the United States... immediately cancel 
this weapons sale and avoid harming the peace and stability of the Taiwan Straits and Sino-US 
relations" because this way “"by selling these missiles to Taiwan, the United States is violating 
... its commitments". China’s reaction was strengthened by the speaker of the Chinese Foreign 
Minister Qin Gang16 "this is rude interference into China's internal affairs." 
 
 
The Chinese isolation 
In a moment when most developed countries are speeding up to rearm India, the Government of 
Beijing does not see a glimpse of hope on the horizon for the suspension of the American and 
European embargo and this could additionally alter the Chinese perception of any threats upon 
its own security. An additional element to be taken into consideration is the following: it is quite 
possible for China to find itself increasingly cornered in upcoming months as for what regards 
the transfer of technology. In fact there are serious worries (mostly American) that China’s 
successes in the space are also due to the use of foreign technology absorbed through 
“indebtedness”. It is not to be forgotten that China made another successful step by on February 
3rd by establishing its own system of satellite navigation called Beidou and thus launched its 4th 
satellite in space.  
China started to launch satellites as early as the year 2000 and the Government of Beijing 
expects to complete its system by 2008. By then China will therefore be able to use a navigation 
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system both for military and commercial use and will have an autonomous stand compared to 
the American GPS and the European Galileo system. 
One has to take into consideration the effects of the rapidity with which Japan in overcoming 
the limitations imposed on it following the Second World War on China’s perception of threats.  
In fact Japan is taking giant steps in forging a major assertive stance in the region, also through 
the institutionalization of a new Minister of Defence who according to the neo-minister Kyuma 
should become “a more functional and operative instrument in the position to protect the 
country’s interests”. Beijing’s fears lay on the fact that all plans finalized for “stability” and 
“security” based on decisions made by Tokyo might become in the immediate future a pretext to 
undertake an intense national rearmament addressed to contrast Chinese strategies in the area.   
In such a complex context where elements in friction are becoming increasingly numerous and 
gunpowder is piling up an additional worrisome element is represented by Taiwan that could 
become the trigger which might destabilize the entire Asian continent.  
 
 
Tension in the Straight 
In recent months the tension slowly eased mostly because of the political difficulties of the 
Taiwanese President Chen Shui-bian, who belongs to the pro-independence Democratic Party. 
Today Chen has successfully overcome the financial scandals which implicated him and his 
party and has demonstrated a renewed vitality during recent administrative elections and thus 
nurtures hopes for victory during the next years' presidential elections. However, on February 
the island's political situation has become more tensed.  
President Ma Ying-jeou of the Kuomintang (Pro- unification Party) resigned on February 13th 
from his position as Chief of the Opposition party following corruption accusations. But still he 
announced his intentions of not renouncing on his candidature for upcoming Presidential 
elections expected to take place in 2008. 
But the former mayor of Taipei was added to the register of the investigation committee by the 
attorneys of the Supreme Court who consider him guilty of the embezzlement of public funds 
throughout the period 1998-2006. According to investigators, Ma benefited from his public 
position by taking possess of over 260 thousand Euros. Usually the Party's scolding regulations 
expect the immediate expulsion of the candidate: however, the nationalist executive is trying to 
find a legal exit of this mess in order to support his candidature. The government of Beijing 
never backed from supporting Ma but it also launched a fierce campaign against Chen Shui-
bian. 
On February 14th, Li Weiyi, the Speaker of the of Taiwanese Affair Office for the Chinese State 
Council accused the Taiwanese President of establishing activities that tend to “desinization” of 
the island's population. For China, such activities are considered to be functional on creating a 
social climate favorable for seeking independence from the motherland. In the mean time China 
continues its deployment of Russian made missiles (S300) in order to protect its capital, 
Shanghai and the territory facing the island of Taiwan; “the S300 has both anti-aircraft and 
some anti-ballistic missile capabilities and is considered highly effective against U.S. 
aircraft”17. 
The margins of maneuver for the independent forces are therefore becoming increasingly tight. 
Accordingly, for Chen, the parliamentary elections to be held next December represent the last 
occasion for him in order to obtain a strong political majority in parliament. This could 
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eventually offer him political support during the trial he will have to face up to at the end of his 
mandate.18 
By overcoming the three motions of distrust presented against him by the opposition parties 
over the past few months, Chen can therefore play his last cards with quite a clear strategy: 
restore Taiwan as a sovereign entity that is no longer connected to China. This has a twofold 
objective:  erode all spaces from the opposition party (the Kuomintang) which favors the 
unification with Beijing and project all efforts towards gaining the Island's independence even 
through a constitutional reform. 
By doing so Chen has revived the campaign for the Island's “desinization”, and thus launched 
with great anticipation the island's longest and most difficult electoral campaigns.  
All recent moves made by the Government of Taipei can also be interpreted by its electoral 
strategies starting  
from the campaign to re-evaluate the figure of Chiang Kai-shek, indicated by Chen himself as 
the main responsible for the massacres occurred in 1947 : " all historic archives demonstrate that 
Chiang Kai-shek is the direct responsible for the February 28th 194719 accident that most 
probably was never a simple accident but a massacre and a criminal act”20. 
But it is quite clear that the campaign against Chiang is only instrumental, the real aim is the 
delegitimization of the Kuomintang which has sustained the country from 1947-2000, as 
deducted by the words of the President himself:" [there is a need] to prevent the Nationalist 
Party from harming our populations again". The delegitimization process had had such a heavy 
impact to the extent that it seems that Chen wants to credit the Kuomintang as the longa manus 
of Beijing so as to transform upcoming electoral dates into a real and proper referendum for the 
Nation's independence. Such plan can also be deduced by a series of symbolic acts: starting 
from the choice of slogan “For the defense of Taiwan” which accompanied the 60th celebrations 
of the massacre, the removal of the statue of Chiang form the military police headquarters in 
Taipei, as the issuance of the first official stamp that does not carry the title “Republic of China” 
but defines the island simply as “Taiwan”.   
As mentioned earlier Chen is playing all his cards and to give a major boost to his actions he 
provided a vast Government restyling which was approved on February 6th 200721.  Mark Chen 
Tan-sun replaced Chiou I-jen as General Secretary of the National Council for security; this way 
I-jen can become once again Chen's General Secretary in sight of the decisive parliamentary 
elections in December and the presidential elections in March 2008. The vice president of the 
National security office Shi Hwei-yew, will substitute Hsueh Shih-ming as the Office Chief. 
This restyling demonstrates that Chen has again full control of the government's reign eight 
months after he was forced to delegate some power management to premier Tseng-chang 
following pressing requests for him to resign due to the surge of a series of scandals that 
implicated him, his family and the government. 
By regaining full self confidence Chen forcefully turned to what he considers the dearest issue 
to him: the island's independence. During his speech at the Formosan Association for Public 
Affairs held On March 4th, the President declared that “Taiwan should be recognized by the 
name ‘Taiwan’ rather than ‘Republic of China’”, and additionally the island “should have a new 
constitution and it should be independent”22 
Beijing's reaction was harsh. The declaration by the foreign minister Li Zhaoxing was quite 
disturbing, he sustained that whoever creates divisions between Beijing and Taiwan should be 
considered by history as a criminal. Even premier Wen Jiabao during a speech at the People's 
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National Assembly reaffirmed that Beijing “strongly opposes all who acknowledge Taiwan's 
right for independence and he renewed Beijing's will to reunify the island with the political 
concept of "one country, two systems" as carried into effect for Hong Kong .23 
There was yet another harsher declaration by General Guo Boxiong (vice president to the 
Central Military Commission) during the People's National Assembly which says "the Chinese 
army is ready to invade Taiwan if the island proclaims its independence". Guo also affirmed 
that the “Chinese military would by no means tolerate "Taiwan independence" or allow anyone 
to make Taiwan secede from China by any means. If such a thing happens, we will effectively 
perform our glorious mission of safeguarding national sovereignty and territorial integrity in 
accordance with the will of the motherland and the wishes of the people." He additionally called 
on the army to maintain a "heighten sense of responsibility and sense of urgency"” and her 
urged it to “"get well-prepared for military struggle"24.  
Also on March 4th the Government of Beijing announced an increase of 17.8% military 
expenses compared to the budget of 2006 and thus reaching an amount of circa 45 billion 
dollars and for the first time exceeded the Japanese budget.25 
The crisis that might emerge if Taiwan was to ever declare its independence could represent one 
of the worse events to be added to this already worrying situation. In that case Beijing will be 
increasingly seen by regional players as a power to fear even militarily. The risk is quite high 
for the Leviathans to pass from being competitors into direct clashes and thus bring back to 
surface those specters of power politics and nationalism which shook Europe and the rest of the 
world throughout the XIX century. 
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